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Eine der Anwendungen von drahtlosen Kommunikationssystemen stellt die Or-
tung mobiler Nutzer dar. Die Herausforderung besteht darin, die Nutzerposition
mit einer ungenauen Kenntnis des Pfadverlustexponenten (PLE), hervorgerufen
durch die zum Einsatz kommenden Schätzverfahren, zu bestimmen.
In dieser Arbeit werden Lokalisierungsverfahren basierend auf der Ankunfts-
zeit (ToA) der Signale und deren Signalstärke (SS) mit Hilfe einer hybriden SS-ToA-
Methode untersucht. Das Ziel besteht darin, das Verfahren um verschiedene Sig-
nalformen wie die zweite Ableitung des gaußförmigen Monocycle-Impulses oder
ein Minimum-Shift-Keying-Signal zu erweitern und die Performance des Maximum-
Likelihood-Schätzers (ML) unter der imperfekten Annahme des Pfadverlustexpo-
nenten zu untersuchen. Es wurde die ToA-Schätzungsleistung des ML-Schätzers
(ML) auf Basis der SS-ToA-Methode unter dem imperfekten PLE mit den asympto-
tischen Auswertungsmethoden evaluiert. Es zeigte sich, dass die Taylor-Entwicklung
basierend auf der Berechnung der Erwartungswerte der partiellen Ableitung die
besten Ergebnisse für die analytische Erfassung der asymptotischen Leistung des
ML-Schätzers lieferte.
In der Schwellenregion lieferte der ML-Schätzer gegenüber dem Maximum-
Korrelation-Schätzer (MC) für einen kleinen Wert des PLE-Fehlers, z.B. δγ = 0,5,
in den Indoor-Anwendungen und einen mittleren PLE-Fehler, z.B. δγ = 1, in den
Outdoor-Anwendungen bessere Performance. In der asymptotischen Region übertreffen
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der MC- und der ML-Schätzer mit perfektem PLE den ML-Schätzer mit imperfek-
tem PLE.
Stichwörter: Ankunftszeit-Schätzung, Maximum-Likelihood-Schätzung, Pfad-
verlustexponent.
Resumen
Uno de los principales requerimientos en las comunicaciones móviles consiste
en la localización del terminal móvil. A pesar del incompleto conocimiento de
la radio-propagación causada, por ejemplo, por la estimación del exponente de
pérdidas (PLE), y las posibles fluctuaciones de dicho exponente, los sistemas inalám-
bricos de localización deben determinar la posición del móvil con la mayor pre-
cisión posible.
En este proyecto, se ha estudiado la localización inalámbrica a través del tiempo
de llegada (ToA) desde la estación móvil hasta la estación base. El objetivo de este
estudio es extender la aplicación del método hı́brido del ancho de señal y el tiempo
de llegada (SS-ToA) a señales con diferentes formas de onda, por ejemplo, la se-
gunda derivada del pulso Gaussiano y una señal MSK (”minimum-shift keying”),
y la investigación del estimador de máxima verosimilitud (ML) en la estimación
del ToA en presencia del conocimiento imperfecto del PLE. Se ha evaluado la esti-
mación del ToA basada en el método SS-ToA bajo el conocimiento imperfecto del
PLE utilizando técnicas asintóticas de análisis. Entre los cuatro métodos teóricos
de estimación obtenidos, la expansión de la serie de Taylor con el cálculo del valor
esperado de la derivada cruzada proporciona los resultados más precisos para el
análisis teórico del estimador ML.
Además, se obtiene que en la región de umbral, el estimador ML supera al
estimador MC para valores pequeños del PLE, como δγ = 0.5, en el caso de inte-
riores, y para valores moderado, por ejemplo δγ = 1, en el caso de exteriores. Sin
xxi
embargo, en la región asintótica, los estimadores MC y ML bajo el conocimiento
perfecto del PLE proporcionan mayor precisión que el estimador ML teniendo en
cuenta el error en el PLE.
Índice de términos: Estimación del tiempo de llegada, Estimación por máxmima
verosimilitud, Exponente de pérdidas.
Abstract
One of the requirements in wireless communications is the knowledge of the mo-
bile location. Despite the uncertain knowledge of the radio propagation caused by,
e.g., the estimation of the path loss exponent (PLE), and the possible fluctuation
of the PLE, wireless localization systems have to determine the mobile position as
accurately as possible.
In this thesis, we consider the wireless geolocation or localization using the ra-
dio signals based on their time of arrival (ToA). The objective of this work is to
extend the application of the hybrid mix of the signal strength and the time of
arrival (SS-ToA) to several signal waveforms, e.g., a second-derivative Gaussian
monocycle pulse and a minimum-shift keying signal, and to investigate the per-
formance of the maximum likelihood (ML) estimator in the ToA estimation under
the imperfect PLE. We evaluate the ToA estimation performance of the ML esti-
mator based on the SS-ToA method under the imperfect PLE by using asymptotic
analysis techniques. It appears that among four derivations, the Taylor expansion
with the expectation of the cross-derivative provides the most accurate results for
analytically capturing the asymptotic performance of the ML estimator.
In the threshold region, the ML estimator outperforms the maximum correla-
tion (MC) estimator for the small PLE error, e.g., δγ = 0.5 in the indoor case, and
the moderate PLE error, e.g., δγ = 1 in the outdoor case. However, in the asymp-
totic region the MC and ML estimators under the perfect PLE outperform the ML
xxii
estimator with the imperfect PLE.
Index Terms: Time-of-arrival estimation, Maximum likelihood estimation, Path
loss exponent.
Resumen
Uno de los principales requerimientos en las comunicaciones móviles, además de
la transmisión de datos, consiste en la localización del terminal móvil. Los sis-
temas de localización deben determinar la posición del móvil con la mayor pre-
cisión posible.
La estimación por tiempo de llegada (ToA) es una técnica apropiada para estas
aplicaciones, donde la precisión depende del ancho de banda de la señal, de tal
manera que permite al diseñador ajustar la señal transmitida para obtener la pre-
cisión deseada. Sin embargo, la propagación multicamino, el oxı́geno y el vapor
de agua pueden provocar significantes pérdidas a alta frecuencia.
En este proyecto, se han investigado fundamentalmente los efectos del expo-
nente de pérdidas (PLE) en la técnica hı́brida ancho de señal-tiempo de llegada
(SS-ToA) en la geolocalización inalámbrica, es decir, en la localización del terminal
móvil utilizando los ToAs de las señales radio transmitidas.
Al inicio del proyecto de fijaron dos objetivos principales. El primero es un
análisis comparativo de los estimadores de máxima verosimilitud (ML) basado en
el método hı́brido SS-ToA y el de maxima correlación (MC) basado en el concepto
del ToA, bajo la imperfección en el conocimiento del PLE con el fin de facilitar al
diseñador del sistema de localización inalámbrico la elección del estimador más
apropiado para su sistema. El segundo de los objetivos de esta investigación con-
siste en la extensión del análisis del método hı́brido SS-ToA a otras formas de onda
utilizadas en sistemas móviles de comunicaciones. Para la obtención de estos ob-
jetivos, se ha organizado la estructura de este proyecto en seis capı́tulos cuyos
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contenidos se explican a continuación.
En el primer capı́tulo, se ha introducido el sistema de comunicaciones móviles
considerado. Se ha considerado la estación móvil transmitiendo a varias estaciones
base existentes de la red, donde se puede obtener, la posición del móvil a partir de
la distancia entre el móvil y tres o más de las estaciones base del sistema.
En el segundo capı́tulo, se ha obtenido la expresión del ToA utilizando el método
de máxima verosimilitud. El ToA estimado puede utilizarse para obtener la dis-
tancia entre el móvil y la estación base utilizando la relación db = cτb., donde τb es
el retardo que sufre la seal transmitida desde la estación móvil al la estación base b.




(x− xb)2 + (y − yb)2, (0.0.1)
para varias (mı́nimo tres) de las estaciones base del sistema, cuyas coordenadas
son (xb, yb).
Para poder obtener la expresión del ToA estimado ha sido necesario aplicar
los conocimientos sobre sistemas de comunicaciones móviles y de estadı́stica. De
este modo, la expresión del valor estimado del retardo desde la estación móvil a la
estación base b, viene dada por [2]
τ̂b = arg min
τb
a2bEs − 2abρ(τb). (0.0.2)
donde Es es la energı́a de la señal transmitida, ρ(τb) es la correlación entre la señal
recibida y una réplica de la señal transmitida retardada τb sec., y ab es la ganan-
cia de pérdidas cuya expresión depende del PLE, parámetro bajo estudio en este
proyecto.
Las señales transmitidas han sido estudiadas en el tercer capı́tulo, en el que
se ha cosiderado la segunda derivada del pulso Gausiano como señal transmitida
para entornos interiores, y una señal digital con modulación MSK (”minimum-
shift keying”) para exteriores.
En IR-UWB (”impulse radio ultrawideband”), la tecnologı́a en introducida en
xxv
el dominio del tiempo, donde se utiliza el pulso Gausiano como señal transmi-
tida. Además, los efectos de la antena son modelados a través de la operación
de diferenzación. Por lo tanto, la segunda derivada del pulso Gausiano es una
señal apropiada para comunicaciones inalámbricas en interiores. La expresión de














; t > 0, (0.0.3)
donde τp es el factor de forma del pulso, que determina el ancho del pulso Tp. Por







; t > 0. (0.0.4)
Se han calculado algunas de las caracterı́sticas más importantes de la señal
transmitida necesarias para la estimación del ToA. Estas caracterı́sticas son el an-
cho de banda efectivo y, debido a que en este caso estamos trabajando en un sis-
tema sin frecuencia portadora, la frecuencia central absoluta efectiva. Las expre-














Para entornos exteriores, se ha utilizado una señal digital con modulación MSK,
la cual es una modulación FM cuya expresión matemática puede escribirse como
(ver [4] y [5, pp. 118-128])











donde el par (vi, qi) representa dos bit de información transmitidos consecutiva-
mente, es decir, vi representa a los bits impares y qi representa a los bit pares den-
tro de la trama transmitida. Al igual que se hizo para los entornos interiores, se ha
calculado en ancho de banda efectivo de una señal MSK. Sin embargo, en este caso
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el ancho de banda efectivo depende de los bits transmitidos, los cuales son aleato-
rios, porque el ancho de banda efectivo también es aleatorio. De esta manera, se
ha obtenido el valor esperado del cuadrado del ancho de banda efectivo, el cual
puede escribirse como




La raı́z cuadrada del error cuadrático medio (RMSE) de la estimación del re-
tardo de la señal desde la estación móvil a la estación base depende, tanto para
el estimador por máxima verosimilitud (ML) como para el estimador por máxima
correlación (MC), del ancho de banda efectivo de la señal transmitida. Por tanto,
para el caso de la señal MSK, el RMSE es también aleatorio. Por este motivo, ha
sido necesario obtener el valor esperado del RMSE con repecto a los bits transmi-
tidos, que viene dado por el CRB (Cramér-Rao bound) para los estimadores ML y








































Las expresiones anteriores se corresponden con el valor real del CRB, es decir, con
el CRB asintótico (ACRB), cuyas expresiones son tediosas de conseguir. Debido a
la complejidad de cálculo del ACRB, se ha obtenido también la expresion del CRB
modificado (MCRB), que es mucho más simple de calcular y que proporciona un
lı́mite inferior del CRB, es decir, el verdadero valor del CRB no puede estar nunca
























Una vez obtenidos los parámetros más importantes de las señales transmiti-
das y la expresión del RMSE de la estimación del ToA entre la estación móvil y la
base, se han implementado en el cuarto capı́tulo los estimadores ML y MC asum-
iendo el conocimiento del valor del PLE. De esta manera se ha comprobado que
las expresiones teóricas del RMSE son correctas y se ha podido observar el com-
portamiento de cada estimador en función del ratio señal a ruido (SNR), del PLE
y de la distancia entre las estaciones base y móvil. Como conclusiones de las sim-
ulaciones realizadas en MATLAB R©, se han obtenido tres regiones diferenciadas
para el RMSE como función del SNR. La primera región viene dada para valores
pequeños del parámetro SNR y es denominada en la bibliografı́a como región no
informativa. En dicha región, se ha obtenido que el estimador MC proporciona
un error menor que el ML. Sin embargo, en la segunda región (región lı́mite o
”threshold”), donde los errores de los estimadores caen rápidamente hasta sus er-
rores teóricos, el estimador ML es más preciso que el MC. Por último, en la tercera
región, denominada región asintótica, los RMSEs de los estimadores MC y ML co-
inciden con sus aproximaciones teóricas obtenidas. Además, se ha observado que,
para las señales transmitidas consideradas, los estimadores ML y MC presentan el
mismo RMSE en la región asintótica. Un ejemplo ilustrativo de las simulaciones
realizadas puede observarse en Fig. 1.
El PLE es un parámetro fundamental en los algoritmos de localización basa-
dos en la estimación de la distancia, donde la distancia es estimada utilizando la
potencia de la señal recibida (RSS). Sin embargo, en muchos de los análisis de sis-
temas inalámbricos de comunicaciones el parámetro PLE se asume como conocido
a priori. Esta asunción es normalmente demasiado idealista para un sistema real
debido a que, por ejemplo, el movimiento del terminal móvil o los cambios mete-
orológicos, pueden provocar que el valor estimado del PLE entre una observación
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RMSE as a function of the received SNR: Indoor scenario
 
 
MC Simulation: Finite Duration Pulse
MC Simulation: Infinite Duration Pulse
MC Theory: Finite Duration Pulse
MC Theory: Infinite Duration Pulse
ML Simulation: Finite Duration Pulse
ML Simulation: Infinite Duration Pulse
ML Theory: Finite Duration Pulse
ML Theory: Infinite Duration Pulse
Figure 1: RMSE of the position estimate as a function of the SNRRx (dB) for γb = 2,
db = 3 m, β̄ = 3.1007×109 Hz, sampling time = 0.2 ps, and NR = 1,000 independent
runs.
y la anterior no coincidan.
Por otro lado, es posible encontrar algunos estudios en los que se considera
el problema del PLE imperfecto. En estos estudios, se proporcionan algoritmos
de estimación del PLE [6], se calibra el PLE a partir de medidas realizadas [7], o se
asume una distribucion de probabilidad determinada para el PLE [8], por ejemplo,
una distribución normal.
En el quinto capı́tulo del proyecto, se ha consideraro el PLE como la suma del
valor real γ0 del PLE y un error aditivo δγ , es decir,
γ = γ0 + δγ. (0.0.12)
Como ya se vió previamente, el estimador ML contiene la ganancia de pérdidas,
la cual depende del PLE por lo se debe reescribir la función objetivo del estimador
ML como función del PLE, es decir,
fML(τb|γ) = a2b(τb|γ)Es − 2ab(τb)ρ(τb). (0.0.13)
En el artı́culo de B. Friedlander llamado ”Sensitivity analysis of the maximum
likelihood directionfinding algorithm”, se define el error entre el ToA verdadero y
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el estimado como [9]
τ̂b,ML(γ)− τb,0 = −











Introduciendo la expresión de la función objetivo del estimador ML, dada por
(0.0.13), en la expresión del error anterior, se ha obtenido la expresión del error
entre los valores real y estimado del ToA para el estimador ML considerando la
imperfección en el conocimiento del PLE, como
τ̂b,ML(γ)− τb,0 = − 11
τ2b,0




































A partir de la expresión del error obtenido, se han obtenido la esperanza y







. Utilizando el método de Friedlander, se han
obtenido las expresiones del error de la esperanza del error
Enb(t) {τ̂b,ML(γ)− τb,0} = −
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Al analizar la expresión de la varianza del error entre los ToAs real y estimado
se observa que al considerar el PLE verdadero como conocido, es decir, γ = γ0,
las dos expresiones de la varianza obtenidas resultan iguales a cero. Este resul-
tado no se corresponde con el análisis realizado en el cuarto capı́tulo, en el que
considerando el PLE como conocido el RMSE es mayor que cero. Esta falta de
precisión se debe a que la expresión del error dada por Friedlander se basa en el
desarrollo en serie de Taylor, al que en la expresión (0.0.14) le falta un término.
Desarrollando la serie de Taylor de primer orden ∂
∂τb
fML(τb|γ̃) en dos variables
alrededor de los valores verdaderos de τb,0 y γ0 [10–12], el error entre el valor real
y estimado del ToA bajo el estimador ML puede escribirse como
























Del mismo modo que para el error de Friedlander, se ha obtenido la expresión del























(γ − γ0)Es(ab,0 − ãb,0)− 1
τb,0













la esperanza del error
Enb(t) {τ̂b,ML(γ)− τb,0} = −


















y la varianza del error entre el valor real y el estimado del ToA sin y con la ex-



































































































ML Simulation: Perfect PLE
ML Simulation: Imperfect PLE
ML Analysis: Friedlander
ML Analysis: Taylor Expansion
Figure 2: Bias of the position estimate as a function of SNRRx for the imperfect
PLE, γ0 = 2, δγ = 0.6, db = 3 m, β̄ = 3.1007× 109 Hz, sampling time = 0.01 ps, and











































En las figuras 2 y 3 se puede observar la esperanza del error de la estimación
del ToA como función del SNR recibido y, en las figuras 4 y 5, se observa el RMSE
como función del SNR recibido, para entornos interiores. En estas figuras se puede
observar que la aproximación teórica de la estimación del ToA para el PLE imper-
fecto obtenido por el desarrollo de Taylor es más precisa que la obtenida utilizando
el método de Friedlander. Además, para el caso de la varianza , podemos obser-
var que la aproximación teórica más precisa viene dada por el desarrollo de Taylor




































ML Simulation: Perfect PLE
ML Simulation: Imperfect PLE
ML Analysis: Friedlander
ML Analysis: Taylor Expansion
Figure 3: Zoomed bias of the position estimate as a function of SNRRx for the im-
perfect PLE, γ0 = 2, δγ = 0.6, db = 3 m, β̄ = 3.1007× 109 Hz, sampling time = 0.01
ps, and NR = 1,000 independent runs.
































ML Simulation: Perfect PLE
ML Analysis: Perfect PLE
ML Simulation: Imperfect PLE
ML Analysis: F without ECD
ML Analysis: F with ECD
ML Analysis: TE without ECD
ML Analysis: TE with ECD
Figure 4: RMSE of the position estimate as a function of SNRRx for the imperfect
PLE, γ0 = 2, δγ = 0.6, db = 3 m, β̄ = 3.1007× 109 Hz, sampling time = 0.01 ps, and
NR = 1,000 independent runs.
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ML Simulation: Perfect PLE
ML Analysis: Perfect PLE
ML Simulation: Imperfect PLE
ML Analysis: F without ECD
ML Analysis: F with ECD
ML Analysis: TE without ECD
ML Analysis: TE with ECD
Figure 5: Zoomed RMSE of the position estimate as a function of SNRRx for the
imperfect PLE, γ0 = 2, δγ = 0.6, db = 3 m, β̄ = 3.1007 × 109 Hz, sampling time
= 0.01 ps, and NR = 1,000 independent runs.
La expresión de la esperanza del error obtenido utilizando el desarrollo en se-
rie de Taylor depende del ancho de banda efectivo de la señal transmitida, por lo
que para el caso de la señal MSK es aleatoria. Debido al carácter aleatorio de la
esperanza del error para el caso de los entornos exteriores, ha sido necesario cal-
cular la expectación de la esperanza del error respecto a los bits tranmitidos. Se ha










































Además, se ha obtenido el lı́mite inferior/superior de la esperanza del error, cuyo
xxxv
cálculo es mucho mas sencillo y proporciona una buena aproximación de la esper-
anza. El lı́mite inferior de la esperanza puede escribirse como
Enb(t),v,q{τ̂b,ML(γ)− τb,0} ≥ −





















cuando el término derecho en (0.0.25) es positivo. El lı́mite superior de la esper-
anza puede escribirse como
Enb(t),v,q{τ̂b,ML(γ)− τb,0} ≤ −





















cuando el término derecho en (0.0.26) es negativo.
Las figuras 6 y 8 muestran la esperanza y la varianza del error en la estimación
del ToA como función del SNR recibido para exteriores. Para el caso de la varianza
teórica se ha implementado la expresión obtenida por el método de Taylor con la
expectación del término que contiene las derivadas cruzadas, el cual es el más pre-
ciso, según se obtuvo para el caso de interiores. En la figura 7, se muestra la media
de la esperanza respecto a los bits transmitidos y su lı́mite, en este caso, superior
debido a que la esperanza es negativa. Al igual que para el caso de interiores, se
puede observar como los valores simulados del error caen en sus aproximaciones
teóricas.
En las figuras obtenidas para los escenarios interiores y exteriores, se puede
observar que en la región ”threshold” el estimador ML proporciona un error menor
que el estimador MC, incluso en presencia de error en el PLE. Sin embargo, en la
región asintótica del error, los estimadores MC y ML conocido el valor real del
PLE proporcionan mayor precisión en la localización de la estación móvil que el
estimador ML teniendo en cuenta el error de PLE.
En el último capı́tulo del proyecto, se presentan las conclusiones obtenidas a lo
largo del estudio llevado a cabo y algunas posibles lı́neas futuras de investigación.
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ML Simulation: Perfect PLE
ML Simulation: Imperfect PLE
ML Theory: Averaged Bias
ML Theory: Lower/Upper Bound
Figure 6: Bias of the position estimate as a function of SNRRx for the imperfect PLE,
γ0 = 5, δγ = 1, db = 500 m, RB = 15 Mbps, f0 = 900 MHz, sampling time = 1.6420
ps, 20 independent runs for the frame realization, and 50 independent runs for the
noise realization.



















ML Simulation: Perfect PLE
ML Simulation: Imperfect PLE
ML Theory: Averaged bias
ML Theory: Lower/Upper Bound
Figure 7: Zoomed portion of the AB and the LUBB of the position estimate as a
function of SNRRx for the imperfect PLE, γ0 = 5, δγ = 1, db = 500 m, RB = 15
Mbps, f0 = 900 MHz, sampling time = 1.6420 ps, 20 independent runs for the
frame realization, and 50 independent runs for the noise realization.
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ML Simulation: Perfect PLE
SS−ToA: ACRB
ML Simulation: Imperfect PLE
ML Theory + Simulation: Averaged TE with ECD
Figure 8: RMSE of the position estimate as a function of SNRRx for the imperfect
PLE, γ0 = 5, δγ = 1, db = 500 m, RB = 15 Mbps, f0 = 900 MHz, sampling time
= 1.6420 ps, 20 independent runs for the frame realization, and 50 independent
runs for the noise realization.
Como conclusiones fundamentales podemos resaltar la obtención de los objetivos
fijados al inicio del proyecto, es decir, el análisis de los estimadores MC y ML bajo
la imperfección en el conocimiento del PLE, y el análisis de la estimación por ML
del ToA para la segunda derivada del pulso Gausiano y la señal MSK como señales
transmitidas.
En la comparativa entre ambos estimadores del ToA, se puede concluir que
para la región ”threshold” el estimador ML proporciona mayor precisión en la
localización del móvil que el estimador MC, incluso en presencia de error en el
conocimiento del PLE. No es ası́ para la región asintótica del error, donde los esti-
madores MC y ML bajo el conocimiento perfecto del PLE superan en precisión al
estimador ML bajo el conocimiento imperfecto del PLE.
Por otro lado, se han obtenido las expresiones de la esperanza y la varianza del
error de la estimación ML del ToA considerando el PLE imperfecto. En este caso
hemos obtenido que la aproximación teórica más precisa del error viene dada por
el método basado en el desarrollo en serie de Taylor. Para el caso de la varianza del
error, se ha obtenido además que la aproximación teórica más precisa viene dada
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por el desarrollo de Taylor con la expectación del término de derivadas cruzadas.
Finalmente, se han planteado posibles lı́neas futuras de investigación para con-
tinuar el análisis desarrollado en este proyecto. La primera de ellas consite en la
utilización del método de la convolución por partes [13,14], planteada en algunos
artı́culos, para la implementación de la correlación contenida en los estimadores
ML y MC, con el fin de solventar los problemas que se han encontrado en la sim-
ulación de sistemas reales debido a las limitaciones del hardware. Se propone
como segunda posible lı́nea de investigación, el análisis teórico de la región no
asintótica del error [15,16], ya que en este proyecto se han obtenido únicamente las
aproximaciones teóricas del error de los estimadores para la región asintótica. Por
último, se plantea el análisis del estimador ML considerando el PLE aleatorio con
una distribución Gausiana truncada [17,18].
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PSD power spectral density
CRB Cramér-Rao bound
PDF Probability density function
MSK Minimum-shift keying
GMSK Gaussian minimum-shift keying
GSM Global System for Mobile communications
FM Frequency modulation
MSE Mean square error
RMSE Root mean square error
ACRB Asymptotic Cramér-Rao bound
MCRB Modified Cramér-Rao bound
SS Signal strength
RSS Received signal strength
PLE Path loss exponent
FFT Fast Fourier transform
TE Taylor expansion
AB Average bias
LUBB Lower/upper bound of bias
DoA Direction-of-arrival




rb(t) Received signal at the b-th base station at the time t
b Index of the base station
B Number of the base stations
(xb, yb) Coordinate of the b-th base station
(x, y) Coordinate of the mobile station
db Distance between the mobile station and the b-th base station
c Speed of the light
τb Time delay from the mobile station to the b-th base station
ab Loss gain from the mobile station to the b-th base station
s(t) Transmitted signal at the time t
nb(t) Additive noise at the b-th base station at the time t
κ Unitless constant depending on antenna characteristics and
average channel attenuation
f0 Center frequency of the wireless system
d0 Close-in distance in the far field region
γb Path loss exponent at the b-th BS
Eb Energy of the received signal at the b-th
Es Energy of the transmitted signal
σ2n Variance of the noise
To Observation time
p(t) Second-derivative Gaussian pulse at the time t
τp Pulse-shaping factor of the second-derivative Gaussian pulse
Tp Pulse width of the second-derivative Gaussian pulse
Er Energy of the received signal
SNR Transmitted signal-to-noise ratio
SNRRx Received signal-to-noise ratio
S(ω) Fourier transforms in angular frequency of the transmitted signal
G(ω) Fourier transforms in angular frequency of the function g(t)
ω Angular frequency
S(f) Fourier transforms in ordinary frequency of the transmitted signal
β̄ Effective bandwidth of the transmitted signal
j Imaginary unit
W Square of the bandwidth of the transmitted signal
ṡ(t) Derivative of the transmitted signal with respect to the time t at the time t
m Modulation index
x(t) Modulating signal
4f Deviation of frequency
T Period of bit
RB Information bit rate
N Number of the bits in transmitted frame
xliii
Notations Meanings
(vi, qi) Pair of successive information bits
θ Phase in MSK signal
4ω Deviation of angular frequency
R Set of all real numbers
ω0 Center angular frequency of the wireless system
NR Number of the independent runs
nR Index of the independent run
R(ω) Fourier transforms in angular frequency of the received signal
τb,0 True value of the ToA
MSESS−ToA Mean square error for the ML estimator
RMSESS−ToA Root mean square error for the ML estimator
τ̂b,ML Estimated value of the ToA for the ML estimator
MSEToA Mean square error for the MC estimator
RMSEToA Root mean square error for the MC estimator
τ̂b,MC Estimated value of the ToA for the MC estimator
ACRBSS−ToA Asymptotic Cramér-Rao bound for the ML estimator
MCRBSS−ToA Modified Cramér-Rao bound for the ML estimator
ACRBToA Asymptotic Cramér-Rao bound for the MC estimator
MCRBToA Modified Cramér-Rao bound for the MC estimator
ρ(τb) Correlation between the transmitted and the received signal
γ Imperfect PLE
γ0 True value of the PLE
δγ Additional error of the PLE model
fML Objective function of the ML estimator
ρns,b Correlation between the transmitted signal and the noise
ρss,b Correlation between the transmitted signal and the conjugated
transmitted signal
ab,0 True value of the gain loss
ρns,0 Correlation between the transmitted and the noise for the true value
of the ToA
ρ̇ns,b First derivative of ρns,b with respect to τb
ρ̈ns,b Second derivative of ρns,b with respect to τb
ãb,0 Value of the gain loss for the true value of the ToA and the imperfect
value of the PLE
γ̄t Mean of the doubly truncated Gaussian distribution of the PLE




∼ Is distributed as
N (µ, σ2) Normal distribution with mean µ and variance σ2 for the
real Gaussian random variable
NC(µ, σ2) Normal distribution with mean µ and variance σ2 for the
complex Gaussian random variable
l(·) Likelihood function




(·) The argument τb, which maximizes the function (·)
arg min
τb
(·) The argument τb, which minimizes the function (·)
F{·} Fourier transform
F−1{·} Inverse Fourier transform





δ(·) Dirac delta function
(·)T Transpose
pv(·) Probability density function of the variable v
pv,q(·, ·) Joint probability density function of the variables v and q
∗ Convolution
(·)∗ Conjugate
Ex{·} Expectation with respect to the random variable x
erf(·) Error function
lim Limit
Φ(·) Cumulative distribution function
∂
∂τb




The wireless geolocation commercially emerges from the incentives of locating ve-
hicles, people and parcels (see, e.g., [19–25]) . In addition to data communication
in wireless networks, user geolocation is deemed viable due to the emergency re-
quirement by the Federal Communications Commission and the European Com-
mission [26].
The time-of-arrival (ToA) estimation is a favorable technique for those appli-
cations, since its accuracy depends on the signal bandwidth, which allows the
designer to adjust the signal according to desired precision. Despite multipath
propagation, oxygen and water vapor can cause the significant path attenuation at
a high frequency.
Relation
The estimation of certain waveform parameters in the system consisted of the sig-
nal perturbed by an additive noise has attracted much attention for several decades
(see, e.g., [27–29]). In [2], the use of the path loss information in the ToA estima-
tion can improve the estimation performance in term of smaller error variance.
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For direction-of-arrival (DoA) estimation, the behavior of the maximum-likelihood
(ML) estimator has been investigated under a model mismatch in, e.g., [9,16,30,31].
The path loss exponent has been considered unknown and estimated in, e.g., [6,32].
Gap
The ToA estimation problem is different from the DoA estimation, since it involves
the continuous-time process rather than the discrete-time process as in the DoA
estimation. The different nature makes the analysis of the ToA estimation perfor-
mance rather different. The ToA estimation using the path attenuation has been
shown to provide the promising performance improvement. In fact, the estima-
tion of the path loss exponent (PLE) by any estimator cannot always achieve the
true value of the PLE. Moreover, the rapid changes in the environments, because
of, e.g., the movement of the mobile station (MS) or the changes in the weather,
provide that the knowledge of the PLE does not coincide with the PLE in the pre-
vious observation. Since it is difficult to obtain the true PLE, the research gap
emerges therefore as a vacant study on how the ML estimator behaves in the ToA
estimation, when the PLE is deterministic and subject to an error.
Objectives
The objective of this work is to investigate the performance of the ML estimator in
the ToA estimation under the imperfect PLE. Strictly speaking, when the perfect
knowledge of the PLE is unavailable, does the ML estimator based on a hybrid mix
of the signal strength and the time of arrival (SS-ToA) still outperform the maxi-
mum correlation (MC) estimator based on the traditional ToA approach? Another
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objective is to extend the application of the hybrid SS-ToA concept to other signal
waveforms than the orthogonal frequency division multiplexing in [2].
Scope
In this work, we mainly study the effects of the PLE in the SS-ToA approach on
the wireless geolocation. The topic covered in this study is the wireless geoloca-
tion or localization using the radio signals based on their ToAs. We assume that i)
the single path is considered for the sake of minimal achievable accuracy investi-
gation, since the Cramér-Rao bound (CRB) of the multipath is lower bounded by
the CRB of the single path (see, e.g., [33]), ii) the unknown ToA is constant over
an observation period (0, To], and iii) the large-scale fading can be considered as
a spatial average over the small-scale fluctuations of the signals [34, p. 847]. The
estimated ToAs can be further employed to estimate the mobile position even in




In this work, the problem is the evaluation of the ToA estimation performance
using the ML estimator based on the SS-ToA method under the imperfect PLE.
Significance
The above problem is important, because the investigation result will allow a sys-
tem designer to choose the most appropriate ToA estimator in the presence of the
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PLE error.
Novelties, Contributions, and Merits
Novelties
Some new results are exemplified, such as the closed-form expressions of the bias
and the error variance of the ToA estimation using the ML estimator under the
imperfect PLE, the closed-form expression of the effective bandwidth of a trans-
mitted minimum-shift keying (MSK) signal, and the closed-form expressions of
the asymptotic CRB (ACRB) and the modified CRB (MCRB).
Contributions
Some results can be delivered to the research community in the aspects of the ex-
tension of the ML estimator based on the SS-ToA idea to a Gaussian monocycle
and the MSK signal, and the analysis of the error performance of the ToA estima-
tion using the ML estimator under the imperfect PLE, in which we point out that
the previous analysis method in [9] provides the inaccurate prediction ability and
we present an accurate analysis method based on a Taylor series expansion.
In addition, although our theoretical performance prediction is accurate in the
asymptotic region, it is still useful since the outlier technique or the method of
interval for the analysis in a threshold region (see, e.g., [15] and [16]) requires the
asymptotic performance as a fundamental term.
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Merits
The investigation of the error behavior of the mis-modeled estimation will help
the system designer to make a decision on choosing whether the ML estimator
(hybrid method) or the MC estimator (classical method) in the PLE mismatch case.
The error analysis based on the presented Taylor expansion can be further applied
to other mismatch problems.
Organization
In Chapter 1, the wireless systems, which is considered as the main application, is
introduced.
In Chapter 2, we consider the estimation of the ToA the using the ML method.
The ToA estimate can be further used to determine the distance between the base
station (BS) and the MS based on the system geometry. In order to obtain the
estimated value of the ToA, wireless propagation and mathematical statistics are
regarded as the fundamental knowledge to examining the wireless system. As the
ToA estimator is designed in conjunction with the path loss, it appears as a hybrid
method between the ToA and the SS (see [2]).
The transmitted signals are studied in Chapter 3, where digital frequency mod-
ulation is considered to be a basic knowledge. The transmitted signals are assumed
to be the second-derivative Gaussian pulse for the indoor environments, and a dig-
ital signal with the MSK modulation for the outdoor environments. In this chap-
ter, we also evaluate the effective bandwidths for both the transmitted signals by
using the Fourier transform. As the MSK signal involves the bit information in
the transmission, an assumption of the data bits is required for this pilot interval.
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Without loss of generality, the bit information is assumed therein to be random
with an equal probability for both bit zero and bit one. Due to the randomness of
the data bits, the effective bandwidth of the transmitted signal in this scenario ap-
pears as a random quantity, which gives rise to the fluctuated performance of the
ToA estimation. With the aim at involving all possible random cases, the theoret-
ical performance in term of root mean square error (RMSE) of the ToA estimation
is examined by means of the ACRB and the MCRB.
In Chapter 4, we implement the ML and the MC estimators of the ToA. The fast
Fourier transform (FFT) and the convolution are considered as the background
tools in this chapter. Then, the effects of different parameters, such as the PLE,
the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR), and the distance between the transmitter and the
receiver, on the wireless geolocation are investigated.
Chapter 5 studies the ToA estimation with the aim at investigating the effects of
the PLE error. The theoretical bias and the RMSE of the ToA estimation are derived
as a function of the PLE error. We also consider the Friedlander analysis method of
the ToA estimation. The biases and the RMSEs of the ToA estimation of both meth-
ods are compared to the numerical bias and RMSE of the estimated ToAs obtained
in the simulations. The theoretical performance is obtained by using the theory of





One of the requirements in wireless communications is the knowledge of the mo-
bile location (see, e.g., [36,37]). Despite the NLoS propagation, wireless localiza-
tion systems have to determine the mobile position as accurately as possible. In
this work, we investigate the robustness of a method to find the mobile’s location
using only one parameter, the ToA of the received signal.
We consider the MS transmitting a signal to all BSs, which exists in the wireless
network. Each BS receives the transmitted signal with a loss gain and additive
noise in one ToA. The ToA is different for each BS and depends on the distance
between the MS and the BS.
We show a method to estimate the coordinate of the MS using only the time
delay, denoted by τ , of the signal from the MS to each BS. With the aim at ob-
taining the better performance of wireless geolocation, a path attenuation model is
incorporated into the time delay model.
An example of a wireless network with 7 cells is shown in Fig. 1.1, where the
MS sends the transmitted signal to every BS, and each of them receives a signal
rb(t), where b is the index of the BS (b = 1, 2, ..., B; in this example B = 7). The
8
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Figure 1.1: Example of a cellular network with 7 cells.
received signal expression will be analyzed in the next chapter.
Chapter 2
ToA Estimation using Maximum
Likelihood
Detection and estimation of unknown parameters in the system consisted of a sig-
nal perturbed by an additive noise is widely considered (see, e.g., [27,28,38–45]).
This chapter introduces the relationship between the location of the MS and the
time delay of the received signal in each BS. Finally, an estimator of the ToA at any
BS is formulated.
The configuration of the wireless localization can be described as follows. The
MS transmits a radio signal through a wireless channel to B BSs, where B is the
number of the BSs considered in the system. Thereby we assume that the b-th BS
has a known location, whose coordinate can be written as (xb, yb). The received
signal at the b-th BS is rb(t), which includes the additive noise and the transmitted
signal from the MS, whose coordinate is unknown and can be expressed as (x, y).
Fig. 2.1 shows the MS and the b-th BS with their coordinates. The distance
between both stations, denoted by db, can be noted in this figure. The distance
between the MS and the b-th BS is written as
db =
√
(x− xb)2 + (y − yb)2. (2.0.1)
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Figure 2.1: Locations of the MS and b-th BS
The signal from the MS to the b-th BS propagates through the wireless channel at
the speed of the light, c = 3× 108 (m/s), during certain time, which is denoted by
τb. The relationship among these parameters can be expressed as
db = cτb. (2.0.2)
Consequently, if the estimated value of τb is available, it is possible to obtain the
coordinate of the MS using the relationship among db, τb and the mobile location.
However, for the first step, the problem is the determination of τb. Then, let us start
with the expression of the received signal (see, e.g., [37])
rb(t) = abs(t− τb) + nb(t), (2.0.3)
where rb(t) is the received signal in the b-th BS, ab and τb are the loss gain and
the time delay of the propagation to the b-th BS, and nb(t) is the additive noise at
the b-th BS, assumed nb(t) = <(nb(t)) + j=(nb(t)), where <(nb(t)) ∼ N (0, 12σ2n) and
=(nb(t)) ∼ N (0, 12σ2n) are the real and imaginary parts of the b-th BS noise each
assumed to be a Gaussian random process with the variance 1
2
σ2n as a unilateral
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power spectral density (PSD). Then, the noise is distributed as nb(t) ∼ NC(0, σ2n),
i.e., a complex-valued zero-mean white Gaussian process with the double-sided
PSD σ2n (Joule).
The multipath can be appended to (2.0.3). All the NLoS paths excluding the
first LoS path can be treated as an interference term, which can be handled by an
interference cancellation or joint estimation. The single path is considered herein
for the purpose of minimal achievable accuracy investigation, since the CRB of the
multipath is lower bounded by the CRB of the single path (see, e.g., [33]).
In (2.0.3), τb is the parameter to be determined. In literature, the path gain ab is
modeled as a deterministic parameter (see, e.g., [27,28,39–45]). However, it can be
elaborated in a more precise way to include the propagation effect. The value of ab
can be determined from the expression of the energy of the received signal at the







where d0 is the close-in distance in the far field region, db is the distance between
the MS and the b-th BS, γb is the exponent of the path loss propagation or PLE at






and κ is the unitless constant depending on antenna characteristics and average






with the center frequency of the wireless system f0. The channel is assumed static
in such a way that the unknown parameter τb is invariant over the observation
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period (0, To]. In addition, we assume that the large-scale fading can be considered
as a spatial average over the small-scale fluctuations of the signals [34, p. 847].
The energy of the received signal at the b-th BS can also be calculated by using











The last equality in (2.0.7) holds from the condition in which the observation time
To is much larger than the ToA τb. Comparing (2.0.4) to (2.0.7) and taking into











In (2.0.8), it is possible to observe that ab depends on τb. Therefore, this has to
be taken into account for calculating τb. To estimate τb, which is the time delay
propagation from the MS to the b-th BS, we consider the ML estimation method.
This is because the ML can provide the error variance comparable to a theoretical
performance bound, e.g., CRB (see, e.g., [39,41,42]). First, we need to know the
distribution of the received signal given by (2.0.3), where the term abs(t− τb) is de-
terministic and the term nb(t) is a complex-valued zero-mean white Gaussian pro-
cess with the double-sided power spectral density σ2n (Joule). Then, the probability










The likelihood function1 can be defined as
l(τb|rb(t); t ∈ (0, To]) =
∫ To
0
ln (prb(t)(rb(t); t ∈ (0, To]|τb)) dt. (2.0.10)
Thereby, l(τb|rb(t); t ∈ (0, To]) allows us to predict what values τb would be, given
the observation data rb(t); t ∈ (0, To]. Afterwards, the ML method is cast into find-
ing the most likely value of τb, i.e.,
τ̂b = arg max
τ
l(τb|rb(t); t ∈ (0, To]). (2.0.11)
Substituting (2.0.9) into (2.0.10), the expression of l(τb|rb(t); t ∈ (0, To]) can be de-
rived from

























If (2.0.12) is inserted into (2.0.11), the expression of τb can be obtained as follows











|rb(t)− abs(t− τb)|2dt. (2.0.13)
In (2.0.13), the first term can be removed, because it does not depend on τb. Fur-
thermore, arg maxτb can be written as arg minτb , because the maximum of a negative
quantity is the minimum of this quantity changing the sign, thus yielding






|rb(t)− abs(t− τb)|2 dt. (2.0.14)
The square in the integral can be expanded into





<(2abs∗(t− τb)rb(t)) dt + a2bEs. (2.0.15)
1This log-likelihood function is derived here in an intuitive manner (see, e.g., [51]). More details
of the derivation based on the Karhunen-Loève expansion can be found in, e.g., [40, p. 279], [41,
p. 37], and [43, p. 298], or based on the sampling approach in [52, p. 54].
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Finally, the energy of the received signal, Eb, can be removed, because it does not
depend on τb, hence yielding





<(s∗(t− τb)rb(t)) dt. (2.0.16)
In this way, we can determine the estimated value of τb, which depends on the
loss gain ab, the energy of the transmitted signal, and the correlation between
the transmitted and received signals. The implementation of the ToA estimator
in MATLAB R© is provided in Chapter 4.
Chapter 3
Transmitted Signals
The estimation of the propagation time in the previous chapter can be applied to
any transmitted signal, whose waveform must be known. In this chapter, let us
consider the transmitted signal. We choose a transmitted signal which will en-
able a more realistic analysis of the wireless communication systems. For this pur-
pose, we use two transmitted signals: the second-derivative Gaussian pulse and
the MSK signal for indoor and outdoor environments, respectively.
The second-derivative Gaussian pulse is employed for the indoor environments,
because it allows the characterization of antenna effects, which will be discussed
later. Moreover, this signal cannot be used in outdoor surroundings, because its ex-
tremely wide bandwidth will interfere with other systems. In an alternative way,
we shall consider the transmission of a digital signal with the MSK modulation for
these environments, because this kind of the modulation is related to the existing
systems, for example, GSM.
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3.1 Transmitted Signal for Indoor Environments
To analyze a more realistic communication system, let us use the transmitted sig-
nal, which includes also the antenna effects. In classical impulse radio ultrawide-
band (IR-UWB), the subnanosecond technology is introduced in time domain (see,
e.g., [53,54]). An example of time-domain signature is a Gaussian regularization of
an impulse. To include the realistic transceiver, the antenna effects can be modeled
as a differentiation operation. Since the pulse can be distorted as its first deriva-
tive in the channel and its second derivative at the receiver, the second-derivative
Gaussian pulse is employed in this section. The second-derivative Gaussian pulse














; t > 0
= (1− 2α(t))e−α(t); t > 0.
(3.1.1)





is an even function of t, and
τp is the pulse-shaping factor, which can, for example, be chosen as τp = 0.2877 ns
to yield the pulse width Tp of 0.7 ns.
This pulse is shown using MATLAB R© in Fig. 3.1. In this figure only the positive
time part of the pulse can be observed. Therefore, it is necessary to define the
transmitted signal as a delayed version of the second-derivative Gaussian pulse,
which possesses a complete cycle in the positive time axis. As illustrated in Fig. 3.2,







; t > 0. (3.1.2)
The next step is the determination of the received signal. The transmitted signal,
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Figure 3.1: Second-derivative Gaussian pulse.
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Figure 3.2: Transmitted signal.
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Figure 3.3: Transmitted signal, which is delayed.
which propagates through the medium between the MS and the BS, suffers a time
delay. In this section, the time delay is assumed to be τ = 0.65 ns. Fig. 3.3 shows
the transmitted signal s(t), which is delayed for τ , i.e., s(t− τ).
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Figure 3.4: Received signal.
However, s(t−τ) is not the received signal, because the antennas at the receiver
are not perfect and are subject to an additive noise. The received signal can be
expressed as rb(t) = abs(t − τb) + nb(t), where ab and τb are the loss gain and the
time delay of the propagation to the b-th BS, and the additive noise at the b-th BS
nb(t).
The received signal is shown in Fig. 3.4, where τ = 0.65 ns, ab = 1 and σ2n =
0.0025 (Joule). In order to compare among them, all the signals are plotted in the
22




















Figure 3.5: Signal waveforms.
same figure, being possible to see the time delay between the transmitted and re-
ceived signals, and the noise effect in the received signal.
In Fig. 3.5, ab is assumed to be one for simplicity. However, ab usually depends
on the distance between the b-th BS and the MS and is less than one. Now, the
distance between both stations will be fixed as 6 m and the value of ab can be
obtained by using (2.0.8) and (2.0.6). For f0 = 1.9 GHz, d0 = 100 m and γb = 2.5,
the value of ab is 0.0042 which is much smaller than 1. Finally, the double-sided
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The received SNR has been fixed as 40 dB. Thus, by introducing this value in (3.1.4),
the double-sided power spectral density of the noise is σ2n = 7.7255 × 10−8 Joule.
Fig. 3.6 and Fig. 3.7 show the transmitted and the received signals, respectively.
The received signal includes the noise, the time delay and a smaller amplitude
than the transmitted signal, because of the attenuation caused by the propagation
through the distance of 6 m between the transmitter and the receiver.
3.2 Effective Bandwidth of Second-Derivative Gaus-
sian Monocycle
The Fourier transforms in this work are performed without normalization, i.e.,
without the factor 1√
2π
. For notation simplicity, the Fourier transforms in angular
frequency, denoted by S(ω), is equivalent to the Fourier transform in ordinary fre-
quency, denoted by S(f). Strictly speaking, we have S(ω) = S(2πf) ≡ S(f). The
24











Figure 3.6: Transmitted signal for db = 6 m.
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Figure 3.7: Signal waveforms for db = 6 m.
























where S(ω) is the Fourier transform of the transmitted signal s(t).
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Proposition 3.2.1. The effective bandwidth calculated from the integrals assuming an








Proof. See Appendix A.1.
Note that the above effective bandwidth in angular frequency, i.e., without the
factor 1
2π
, coincides with the result derived for any n-th derivative Gaussian pulse










where ṡ(t) = ∂
∂t
s(t) is the derivative of the signal. The theoretical effective band-
width obtained in the frequency domain is shown in Fig. 3.8, where the numerical
results for the effective bandwidth in the time domain are also shown. This figure
shows that the numerical results coincide with the theoretical computation.
3.3 Effective Absolute Central Frequency
In this case, we work with the carrierless system, and therefore we have to consider










−∞ |S(ω)|2dω is given by (A.1.16), and the integral
∫∞
−∞ ω|S(ω)|2dω



































































Figure 3.8: The effective bandwidth of the second-derivative Gaussian pulse.
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Since the effective central frequency remains zero, we have to consider the effective
















Proof. See Appendix A.2.
In [55, p. 44], another quantity of the signal is introduced as a mean frequency.









Note that the integrations are performed over the positive portion of the frequency,
i.e., ω ∈ [0,∞). Without difficulty, it can be shown that the mean frequency is
the same as the effective absolute center frequency, i.e., f̄0 = f̄abs. Moreover, by
choosing τp = 0.2877 ns, which has been used in the second-derivative Gaussian
monocycle, the effective absolute central frequency is f̄abs = 5.9008 GHz.
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3.4 Transmitted Signal for Outdoor Environments
With the purpose of obtaining a more realistic analysis, we use the digital trans-
mission modulated with the MSK, because this modulation scheme is really used
in the wireless system, for example, in GSM systems which use the Gaussian MSK
(GMSK) modulation. The GMSK involves filtering the digital signal with a Gaus-
sian filter and the filtered signal is modulated with the MSK. This modulation is a
scheme developed to reduce the maximum phase shift, and hence keep the ampli-
tude quasi-constant during the transmission over the band-limited wireless chan-
nel.
The MSK is a digital FM modulation with the modulation index m = 0.5. The
mathematical expression for an MSK modulated signal with x(t) as a modulating
signal is given by (see, e.g., [4])




where A is the amplitude of the signal, 4f is the deviation of frequency and f0 is
the carrier frequency of the modulation. The modulating signal x(t) is a digital
signal, which can present two values +1 or −1. Then, (3.4.1) can be written by
s(t) = A cos (ω0t± 2π4ft + θ), (3.4.2)
where θ is the phase, which depends on the values of the modulating signal, as we
will see below. If bit rate is RB and the period of bit is T = 1RB , it is necessary to









The modulation index can be defined as the quotient between maximum frequency












Although the MSK is a frequency modulation, it can be expressed in term of
phase and quadrature components, i.e., (see, e.g., [4] and [5, pp. 118-128])











where the pair (vi, qi) again represents the mapping of two successive information
bits into one of four possible pairs, a case of which appeared in the following table.





Table 3.1: The example of mapping the binary input sequence into the MSK pairs
(vi, qi).
The MSK signal is thus similar to the quadrature phase shift keying (QPSK) signal,




multiplying the quadrature carrier term




used to multiply the inphase




arises simply, because of the delay T after the
low pass filter (LPF) shaping in the quadrature section of the modulator shown in
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Figure 3.9: MSK modulator.
Fig. 3.9. Note that the coefficients vi and qi change every T s (see, e.g., [5, pp. 118-
128]). By using a trigonometry identity, (3.4.6) may be rewritten in the following
equivalent form [5, pp. 118-128]










0 ; vi = 1,
π ; vi = −1.
(3.4.7)
Note from this form of the MSK signal s(t) that the signal has the desired constant
amplitude. Because of the delay T separating the influence of vi and qi, only one
of these coefficients can change at a time. The possible change of the maximum
phase is thus π
2
rad.
In order to explain the MSK designation, we have to rewrite the expression for
the MSK signal in yet another form
s(t) = A cos (ω0t±4ωt + θ);4ω = 2π4f, (3.4.8)
which corresponds to (3.4.2). This form is a representative of frequency-shift key-
ing (FSK) with the frequency deviation 4f in Hz. As seen, the coefficients vi and
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qi change every T s, and the maximum phase change is ±π2 , i.e., 4ωT = π2 . The
previous equality is true only if the relationship between 4f and T is 4f = 1
4T
.
Consequently, we define 4f = 1
4T
as the MSK condition, i.e., the relationship that
we had supposed previously to obtain the modulation index. Therefore, the max-
imum phase change and the maximum frequency deviation possible in the MSK
signal are ±π
2
and 24f , respectively.
This modulation presents high spectral efficiency, because it allows to transmit
two symbols with only one frequency. The transmitted bits can be distinguished by
the phase. The MSK presents also low ISI. However, the instantaneous changes in
phase may produce little changes in the amplitude, so more difficult is the demod-
ulation. To solve this problem, we can introduce a Gaussian filter before the MSK
modulation and we obtain the GMSK modulation used, for example, in the GSM.
After analyzing the mathematical expression of the MSK modulation, a MATLAB R©
program has been implemented to be able to modulate the series of the bits for the
transmission. The function, which modulates a frame with a number of the bits in
the MSK, is called MSK mod and the MATLAB R© code of this function is shown in




msk is a vector with the samples of the modulated MSK signals.
Input parameters:
frame is a vector with the series of the bits to be transmitted.
BR is the bit rate.
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Figure 3.10: Inphase component.
f0 is the carrier frequency for the MSK modulation.
tau is the time delay of the MSK signal.
t is a vector with the values of the time axis.
tsample is the sampling time.
The process to obtain the MSK signal from series of the bits, called frame, can
be explained as follows. We want to transmit, for example, the frame = [1100]
and let us use RB = 400 kbps, f0 = 2RB Hz, sampling time = 100 ns and τ = 0 s
for modeling the transmitted signal. The inphase and quadrature signals are
exhibited in Fig. 3.10 and Fig. 3.12. In Fig. 3.14, we have the MSK signal as the
transmitted signal.
The expression of the received signal is rb(t) = abs(t−τb)+nb(t), where s(t−τb) is
a delayed copy of the transmitted signal, ab is the loss gain, and nb(t) is the additive
34




















Figure 3.11: Zoomed inphase component.





















Figure 3.12: Quadrature component.
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Figure 3.13: Zoomed quadrature component.


















Figure 3.14: The transmitted signal.
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Figure 3.15: The zoomed transmitted signal.
noise at the b-th BS. To model the received signal, it is necessary to introduce a time
delay into the transmitted signal, because of the transmission from the MS to the
b-th BS. We have chosen db = 3 km for the distance between both stations. Then,
the time delay will be τb = db/c. In Fig. 3.16, the transmitted signal s(t) can be
compared to the delayed transmitted signal s(t− τb). However, s(t− τb) is not the
received signal, the loss gain and the additive noise have to be added to s(t − τb)
to obtain the received signal. The received signal is shown in Fig. 3.17, where the
parameter SNRRx is 60 dB, σ2n = 1.2010× 10−13 (Joule) and ab = 1.7896× 10−6.
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Figure 3.16: The transmitted signal, which is delayed.
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Figure 3.17: The received signal for db = 3 km, and SNRRx = 60 dB.
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3.5 Effective Bandwidth of MSK Signals
This section presents the effective bandwidth, which is defined by (3.2.1), for the
transmitted signal in the outdoor environments. In this case, the transmitted sig-
nal is the MSK signal defined by (3.4.7). Therefore, we need to obtain the Fourier













where (vn, qn) is the n-th pair of the transmitted bits and N is the number of the bits
in the transmitted frame. Only one of these bits changes each T
2
s, and qn is delayed
T s with respect to vn. The pair of (v,q) includes the bit information vectors, where
v and q are defined by
v =
[






q1 q2 · · · qN
]T
. (3.5.3)
The variables vn and qn are assumed as independent variables, whose joint proba-
bility distribution can be written as




It is worth noting that the signal expressed in (3.5.1) lies in the general form of
digital communications signal (see, e.g., [58, eq. (1-4-1)]). Hence, this work can be
modified to other modulation schemes without difficulty.
Proposition 3.5.1. The mean of the square of the effective bandwidth of the MSK signal is
given by





Proof. See Appendix A.3.
The expression of the effective bandwidth in the time domain is given in (3.2.3).
Therefore, to be capable of comparing the theoretical to the numerical results, it is
necessary to obtain ṡ(t) for the MKS signal. Starting with the expression of the








































The changes in the bandwidth of the MSK signal with the bit time is shown in
Fig. 3.18, where the theoretical value for the effective bandwidth of the MSK signal
in the frequency domain can be compared to the numerical effective bandwidth
defined in the time domain. We can see that the simulation presents some fluctua-
tions, because we cannot have infinite independent runs to obtain the exact value
of the expectation of β̄ neither decrease more the sampling time.
3.6 Theoretical Estimation Error Performance
In this section, we study the theoretical performance of the ToA estimators. With
the aim at quantifying and comparing the ML estimator to the MC estimator, the
theoretical value of the RMSE for the ML and MC estimators are shown in this
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Figure 3.18: The square root of the expectation of the effective bandwidth square
for an MSK signal as a function of the information bit rate RB for N = 2 bits, RB =
[1, 20] kbps, f0 = 2 GHz, T = 1RB s, sampling time = [1, 0.05] ns, and NR = 1,000
independent runs.
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where β̄ is the effective bandwidth calculated previously. The error performances
shown above in the square root, i.e., the expressions of the MSESS-ToA(τ̂b,ML) and
MSEToA(τ̂b,MC), are equivalent to the CRB for the time delay estimation (see, e.g.,
[39–45]). Then, it is possible to see that the RMSE depends on the value of β̄, which
is given by (A.1.26) and (A.3.21) for the indoor and the outdoor environments,
respectively. The value of β̄ for the indoor environment, wich is given by (A.1.26),
is a deterministic value and therefore can be substituted directly into (3.6.1) and
(3.6.4). However, for the outdoor environment, the value of β̄ is random, because
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it depends on the values of the transmitted series of the bits. Then, it cannot be
included directly into the RMSE expression.
For the outdoor surrounding, the presence of the random parameter β̄ makes
the calculation of the RMSE more difficult, because we have to calculate the CRB
in the presence of a nuisance parameter, which is incurred by the MSK information
bits in this case. Then, it is necessary to consider the CRB.
The CRB is a fundamental lower bound on the variance of any unbiased esti-
mator. Therefore, the CRB serves as a benchmark for the performance of actual
estimators. Unfortunately, the evaluation of the CRB is mathematically quite dif-
ficult when the observed signal contains, besides the parameter to be estimated,
also some nuisance parameters that are unknown but whose value we are not in-
terested in. Moreover, in the case of the estimation in the presence of nuisance
parameters, the variance of any unbiased estimator is also bounded by MCRB,
which is much simpler to evaluate than the true CRB. The true CRB is never below
the MCRB, in other words, the MCRB is in general looser than the true CRB (see,
e.g., [59]).
In this section, we derive the expression of an average of the true CRB, i.e., the
expression of the ACRB, and the MCRB for the ML and MC estimators. Thereby,
if the RMSE of the ML and MC estimators fall into the lower bound given by the
square root of the CRB, they are regarded as efficient estimators.
3.6.1 Asymptotic Cramér-Rao Bound
In this section, we derive the ACRB for the ML and MC estimators for the outdoor
environment, which coincides with the MSE. Thereby, the RMSE of the ML and
MC estimators can be obtained from the square root of the ACRB of the ML and
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MC estimators.














Proof. See Appendix A.4.


























Proof. See Appendix A.5.
3.6.2 Modified Cramér-Rao Bound
In this section, we calculate the MCRB for the ML and MC estimators for the out-
door environment. In order to obtain the MCRB for the ML and MC estimators we
only have to introduce the expectation of the value of β̄, which is given by (3.5.5),
into the expressions of the MSE for each estimator. Then, the MCRB is much sim-
pler to evaluate than the ACRB. Therefore, by including the value of Ev,q{β̄2},
which is given by (3.5.5), into (3.6.1), we obtain the value of the RMSE of the ML
































































Figure 3.19: Theoretical RMSE as a function of SNRRx for RB = 12.2 kbps, f0 = 900
MHz, T = 1
RB
s, γb = 3, db = 1 km, and β̄ = 0.9 GHz.
Similarly, by substituting the value of Ev,q{β̄2} into (3.6.4), the RMSE of the ML















Fig. 3.19 shows the MCRB and the ACRB as a function of SNRRx for the ML
and MC estimators. However, in this figure we cannot appreciate the difference
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          RMSE (mm) 
Figure 3.20: Zoomed theoretical RMSE as a function of SNRRx for RB = 12.2 kbps,
f0 = 900 MHz, T = 1RB s, γb = 3, db = 1 km, and β̄ = 0.9 GHz.
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Figure 3.21: Zoomed MCRBSS-ToA and ACRBSS-ToA for RB = 12.2 kbps, f0 = 900
MHz, T = 1
RB
s, γb = 3, db = 1 km, and β̄ = 0.9 GHz.
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Figure 3.22: Zoomed MCRBToA and ACRBToA for RB = 12.2 kbps, f0 = 900 MHz,
T = 1
RB
s, γb = 3, db = 1 km, and β̄ = 0.9 GHz.
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between the ML and the MC estimators. Therefore, Fig. 3.20 shows a zoom of
the difference between them. It is possible to observe that the ML estimator has
a smaller error than the MC estimator. The ML estimator has a better accuracy,
because it incorporates the path attenuation model into the time delay model in
the calculation of the ToA.
In Fig. 3.21 and Fig. 3.22, it is possible to see the difference between the MCRB
and the ACRB for the ML and MC estimators, respectively. As expected, the
MCRB is always below the ACRB for both estimators, because the MCRB is looser
than the ACRB.
Fig. 3.23 shows the RMSE as a function of the central frequency f0 for the ML
and MC estimators. In this figure, it is possible to observe that the RMSE decreases
when the central frequency increases. However, for the values of f0 between 100
MHz and 2 GHz, the difference between the MCRB and the ACRB cannot be ap-
preciated as in the previous figure. However, if we zoom in this figure, we can also
see that the MCRB is always below the ACRB.
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Figure 3.23: Theoretical RMSE as a function of the central frequency f0 for RB =
12.2 kbps, SNRRx = 15 dB, T = 1RB s, γb = 4, and db = 1 km.
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Figure 3.24: Zoomed theoretical RMSE as a function of the central frequency f0 for
RB = 12.2 kbps, SNRRx = 15 dB, T = 1RB s, γb = 4, and db = 1 km.
Chapter 4
Basic Implementation of the ToA
Estimators
In this chapter, we discuss about the programming details, which will be imple-
mented to obtain the value of the ToA of the received signal for the indoor and
outdoor surroundings. The ML estimator will be implemented according to the
expression shown in (2.0.16). This estimator is compared to the MC estimator,
whose definition is addressed later. A lot of simulations will be run to illustrate
how the SNR, the path loss exponent γb, and the real value of the ToA affect the
estimation of the time delay from the transmitter to the receiver stations.
With the aim at reducing the computational load, the frequency domain has
been applied to resolve the expression obtained in (2.0.16). In this expression, we














= <((r ∗ s∗)(−τb)).
(4.0.2)
The convolution theorem states that (see, e.g., [60])
F{g1 ∗ g2} = F{g1} · F{g2}. (4.0.3)
By using the previous property, (4.0.2) can be resolved as (see, e.g., [44, p. 49])
ρ(τb) = <
(F−1 {F{r(t)} · F{s∗(−(τb − t)}}
)
= < (F−1 {R(f) · S∗(f)}) ,
(4.0.4)
where R(f) and S∗(f) are the Fourier transforms of the received and transmitted
signals, respectively. Therefore, the correlation is implemented in the frequency
domain, where the convolution becomes a multiplication, which can reduce the
computational load.
In this section, the ML and MC estimators are compared to each other. The
expression of the ML estimator is shown in (2.0.16) and the MC estimator is defined
by









where ρ(τb) is the correlation computed from (4.0.4).
The RMSEs of the ML and MC estimators are calculated as a function of the
SNR, which is the signal-to-noise ratio at the transmitter, the path loss exponent
and the real value of the ToA. The expression of the RMSE is defined by
RMSE(τ̂b) =
√
Eτ̂b{(τ̂b − τb,0)2}, (4.0.6)
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where τ̂b is the estimated time delay by the ML or MC estimators and τb,0 is the real
value of the ToA. The expectation is performed with respect to τ̂b. However, we
cannot achieve the exact value of the expectation, because we can calculate it from
only a finite number of the estimations of τ̂b, i.e.,













where NR is a large number of independent runs, and τ̂b[nR] is the estimated value
of the ToA in the nR-th run.
In this chapter, the ML and MC estimators are implemented in the MATLAB R©
in order to compare them to their theoretical results, whose expressions have been
obtained in the previous chapter. Moreover, different MATLAB R© files are imple-
mented for the indoor and outdoor environments, because the transmitted signals
are different and they cannot be implemented by using the same MATLAB R© code.
Then, each environment is studied in the next sections.
4.1 ToA Estimator Implementation for Indoor Environ-
ments
This section exhibits the investigation of the estimate of the time delay in the in-
door environment with the distance between the transmitter and the receiver from
5 cm to 6 m, and the second-derivative Gaussian pulse for the transmitted signal.
Moreover, the parameter d0 is chosen to be 5 cm, which coincides with the mini-
mum distance to estimate for this environment.
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RMSE as a function of the received SNR: Indoor scenario
 
 
MC Simulation: Finite Duration Pulse
MC Simulation: Infinite Duration Pulse
MC Theory: Finite Duration Pulse
MC Theory: Infinite Duration Pulse
ML Simulation: Finite Duration Pulse
ML Simulation: Infinite Duration Pulse
ML Theory: Finite Duration Pulse
ML Theory: Infinite Duration Pulse
Figure 4.1: RMSE of the position estimate as a function of the SNRRx (dB) for γb = 2,
db = 3 m, β̄ = 3.1007×109 Hz, sampling time = 0.2 ps, and NR = 1,000 independent
runs.
Let us start studying the RMSE as a function of the SNR. In this case, the path
loss exponent is 2, because this value can model the indoor environments, e.g., the
office buildings (same or multiple floor) or the factories.
In Fig. 4.1, the RMSE of the estimate of the distance between the transmitter
and the receiver stations for the ML and MC estimators is shown as a function of
the received SNR. In this figure, the transmitted signal is considered as a signal







; t > 0, (4.1.1)
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RMSE as a function of the received SNR: Indoor scenario
 
 
MC Simulation: Finite Duration Pulse
MC Simulation: Infinite Duration Pulse
MC Theory: Finite Duration Pulse
MC Theory: Infinite Duration Pulse
ML Simulation: Finite Duration Pulse
ML Simulation: Infinite Duration Pulse
ML Theory: Finite Duration Pulse
ML Theory: Infinite Duration Pulse
Figure 4.2: Zoomed RMSE of the position estimate as a function of the SNRRx (dB)
for γb = 2, db = 3 m, β̄ = 3.1007× 109 Hz, sampling time = 0.2 ps, and NR = 1,000
independent runs.
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Tp) ; 0 < t ≤ Ts,
0 ; t ∈ (−∞, 0] ∪ (Ts,∞),
(4.1.2)
where p(t) is given in (3.1.1), Ts is the pulse time, and Tp is the the pulse width. The








































































If we take the limit of β̄ in (4.1.3) in which Ts tends to the infinity, we have the same









































































































Thus, the result obtained in (4.1.5) coincides with the value of β̄ for the infinite
duration pulse, which is given by (A.1.26).
In Fig. 4.1, we consider for the finite duration pulse with Ts = Tp. In this figure,
it can be seen that the received SNR at which the ML and the MC estimates fall
into their asymptotic error, is approximately 14 dB. The use of the ToA estimation
can gain the accuracy of more than 2 mm for a positioning system. In the non-
asymptotic region, the MC estimator has a smaller error than the ML estimator for
the received SNR lower than −4 dB. Then, the ML estimator outperforms the MC
estimator for the values of the SNR larger than −4 dB. Fig. 4.2 shows the zoomed
area of the theoretical results for the ML and MC estimators, where the transmitted
signal is assumed to have the finite and the infinite durations. In this figure, it can
be observed that the ML estimator has a lower error variance than the MC esti-
mator, because in the calculation of the ToA the MC estimator uses only the time
delay model while the ML estimator uses both the path attenuation knowledge
and the time delay model. Moreover, by comparing the results for the infinite du-
ration pulse as the transmitted signal to the finite duration pulse as the transmitted
signal, it can be seen that the estimation for the infinite duration pulse presents a
lower error variance than the estimation for the finite duration pulse, because the
effective bandwidth of the transmitted signals with the infinite duration pulse is
larger than that of the transmitted signals with the finite duration pulse. Therefore,
if the value of β̄ increases, the RMSE decreases.
In Tab. 4.1, the path loss exponent γb is shown for different environments.
The RMSE is represented in Fig. 4.3 as a function of γb, whose value has been
selected from the range [1.6,3.5] according to the considered indoor surrounding.
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Figure 4.3: RMSE of the position estimate as a function of γb for the finite duration
pulse as the transmitted signal, transmitted SNR = 100 dB, db = 3 m, β̄ = 3.1007×





Office building (same floor) 1.6-3.5




Table 4.1: The values of γb for different environments (see, e.g., [1, p. 47]).
In this figure, the transmitted signal is considered as a signal with the finite dura-
tion pulse in order to investigate the effect of finite integration in the calculation of
the effective bandwidth.
The Fig. 4.4 shows the RMSE as a function of the distance between the trans-
mitter and receiver stations, where the transmitted signal is a finite duration pulse.
We can observe in this figure that the RMSE grows up linearly with the real value
of the distance db. However, the accuracy is high for the indoor environment.
4.2 ToA Estimator Implementation for Outdoor Envi-
ronments
As same as the indoor case, in this section let us study how the SNR affects the ML
estimation of the time delay from the transmitter to the receiver station. In Fig. 4.5,
it is possible to see that the sampling time is not sufficient for these parameters,
because the error of the simulations is the same for the SNR larger than 46 dB.
However, MATLAB R© cannot compute the finer estimated ToA by using a smaller
sampling time, because the hardware memory is limited. Therefore we cannot
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Figure 4.4: RMSE of the position estimate as a function of the distance between the
transmitter and the receiver for the finite pulse duration as the transmitted signal,
transmitted SNR = 100 dB, γb = 2, β̄ = 3.1007 × 109 Hz, sampling time = 0.0333
ps, and NR = 1,000 independent runs.
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Figure 4.5: RMSE as a function of SNRRx for db = 500 m, γb = 4, f0 = 0.9 GHz,
RB = 140 kbps, sampling time = 8.8536 ps, 20 independent runs for the frame
realization, and 50 independent runs for the noise realization.
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Figure 4.6: RMSE as a function of SNRRx for db = 500 m, γb = 4, f0 = 0.9 GHz,
RB = 15 Mbps, sampling time = 1.7420 ps, 20 independent runs for the frame
realization, and 50 independent runs for the noise realization.
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simulate a real wireless GSM system.
In order to prove that the theoretical RMSEs are precise, we do the simulation
for an unrealistic high bit rate. Fig. 4.6 shows the RMSEs as a function of the SNR.
In this figure, it is possible to observe that the RMSEs of the ML and MC estimators
falls into their asymptotic theoretical RSMEs for values of the SNR larger than 30
dB. In Fig. 4.6, it is also possible to observe that for the received SNR smaller than
−10 dB, the MC estimator outperforms the ML estimator. However, for the SNRRx
larger than−10 dB, the ML estimator outperforms the MC estimator. It means that
the ML estimator outperforms the MC estimator in the threshold region and in the
asymptotic region.
Chapter 5
Imperfect Path Loss Exponent:
Mis-modeled Estimation and Error
Performance Analysis
The PLE is a key parameter in the localization algorithms based on the distance
estimation, where the distance is estimated from the received signal strength (RSS).
However, the analysis in many wireless networking problems assumes that the
value of the path PLE is known a priori. This assumption is often too ideal for the
real environment, and an accurate estimate is crucial for the study and design of
the wireless systems.
It is possible to find some related works where the problem of the unknown
PLE is taken into account in the wireless location. In [8] and [63], the PLEs are
assumed to be unknown. In [8], the PLEs are assumed different and random with
uniform and normal distributions, where based on the RSS, the consideration of
the different PLEs for each link increases the localization accuracy compared to
the identical PLE assumption. However, in [63], the wireless NLoS geolocation is
based on the path attenuation in which the PLEs are deterministic. This study also
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proposes the estimation of the different PLEs prior to the mobile position estima-
tion. In [7], the PLE is calibrated from the measurements and in [32] and [6], several
algorithm for the PLE estimation are studied. In [6], the algorithms for the estima-
tion of the path loss between any sensor and any arbitrary point inside the network
are designed using the path loss measurements between sensors. Moreover, [64]
shows a handover algorithm, which is based on the least squares estimate of path
loss parameters for each MS-BS link.
In this chapter, we assume that the PLE is known, but its value is however not
exactly the same as the true value. It means in this manner that the knowledge of
the PLE is imperfect and we can term it the imperfect PLE. We then consider the
imperfect PLE in the ToA estimation with the aim at investigating the effects of the
PLE error.
5.1 Introduction
Let us consider the imperfect PLE, because the real value of the PLE is often in-
completely available. The rapid changes in the environments, because of, e.g., the
movement of the MS or the changes in the weather, provide that the knowledge of
the PLE does not coincide with the PLE in a previous observation. The problem to
be studied in the sequel can be formulated as follows. We assume that the PLE is
subject to an additive error, i.e.,
γ = γ0 + δγ, (5.1.1)
where γ0 is the real value of the PLE and δγ is the additive error. Then, the theoret-
ical error performance of the ToA estimation will be explored.
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In Chapter 2, we have obtained the theoretical performance of the ToA estima-
tion using the ML estimator, which is given by (2.0.16), with the perfect knowledge
of the PLE. Only the ML function is considered herein, since the ML estimator re-
quires the knowledge of the PLE, whereas the MC estimator does not need the








= a2b(τb|γ)Es − 2ab(τb)ρ(τb).
(5.1.2)
The expression (5.1.2) lies in an ideal situation, where the PLE is assumed to be
perfectly known. However, in this chapter, we consider the imperfect PLE and
therefore the ML objective function should take into account the imperfect PLE
value, i.e.,
fML(τb|γ̃) = a2b(τb|γ̃)Es − 2ab(τb|γ̃)ρ(τb), (5.1.3)
where γ̃ is any value of the PLE to be inserted into the ML function. In the former
works, the sensitivity analysis of the ML estimator under model error is inves-
tigated for the application of direction-of-arrival estimation (see, e.g., [9,16,31]).
This idea can be applied to investigate the mis-modeled estimation1 in (5.1.3).
Using the imperfect value γ for the PLE, the ML estimate is given by
τ̂b,ML(γ) = arg min
τb
a2b(τb|γ)Es − 2ab(τb|γ)ρ(τb). (5.1.4)
Note that τ̂b,ML(γ) is introduced, since we want to mention that the mis-modeled
ML estimate in this chapter is different from, actually a generalized version of,
(2.0.16).
1The mis-modeled estimation is referred herein to as the estimation of τb under the use of the
mis-specified value of γ0, i.e., γ.
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5.2 Friedlander Analysis Method
In [9] the theoretical expression of the error between the estimated and the real
ToAs is given by (see [9, eq. 20])
τ̂b,ML(γ)− τb,0 = −











A close idea to the above expansion is also considered in [16]. The previous ex-
pression shows the error between the estimated and the real values of the ToA. In
order to find the explicit form of (5.2.1), it is necessary to develop each term from
this expression. Basic results for the first and second derivatives of the ML function
under the imperfect PLE are provided in Appendix A.6.
Proposition 5.2.1. Using the Friedlander analysis method in (5.2.1), the error between
the estimated and the true values of the ToA is given by
τ̂b,ML(γ)− τb,0 = − 11
τ2b,0


































where ãb,0 is the loss gain for the true value of the ToA and the imperfect PLE, ρns,0 is the
correlation between the noise and the transmitted signal at the true value of the ToA, and
ρ̇ns,0 is the first derivative of the correlation between the noise and the transmitted signal
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at the true value of the ToA, which are given by
ãb,0 = ab(τb,0|γ), (5.2.3a)











<(n(t)s∗(t− τb))dt being the correlation between the delayed transmitted
signal and the noise.
Proof. Substituting (A.6.17) and (A.6.20) into (5.2.1), we obtain
τ̂b,ML(γ)− τb,0 = − 11
τ2b,0




































Some algebraic manipulation yields the final expression (5.2.2).
5.2.1 Bias of the Friedlander Analysis Method
Proposition 5.2.2. Using the Friedlander analysis method, the bias of the ML estimation
under the imperfect PLE is given by
Enb(t) {τ̂b,ML(γ)− τb,0} = −
















Proof. See Appendix A.7.
It is possible to observe that in (5.2.5) the bias depends on neither the energy of
the transmitted signal nor the noise variance.
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Perfect PLE






Remark 5.2.2. For a large effective bandwidth, the bias tends to
lim
β̄→∞
Enb(t) {τ̂b,ML(γ)− τb,0} = 0. (5.2.7)
The Bias as a Function of PLE Error

















































5.2.2 The Error Variance of the ML Estimator Using the Friedlan-
der Analysis Method without the Expectation of the Cross-
derivative
Proposition 5.2.3. Using the Friedlander analysis method without the expectation of the
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Proof. See Appendix A.8.
Perfect PLE

















The Variance as a Function of PLE Error
















































































































































5.2.3 The Error Variance of the ML Estimator Using the Fried-
lander Analysis Method with the Expectation of the Cross-
derivative
In this section, we can formulate the error between the real and the estimated ToAs
by


















Proposition 5.2.4. Using the Friedlander analysis method with the expectation of the
























































Remark 5.2.7. If we take the limit of Es
σ2n
to the infinity in (5.2.9), the expression in
(5.2.9) is equal to (5.2.14). It can be implied that the result in (5.2.14) is the large
SNR approximation of that in (5.2.9), see Fig. 5.4 and Fig. 5.5.
Perfect PLE

















The Variance as a Function of PLE Error



















































In (5.2.17), we can see that the error variance depends on neither the energy of the
transmitted signal nor the noise variance for this method.
5.2.4 Comments on the Friedlander Analysis Method
However, when γ = γ0, i.e., for the perfect PLE, we can see in (5.2.10) and in
(5.2.15) that the error variances of the ML estimation computed from the Fried-
lander method without the expectation of the cross-derivative and with the ex-
pectation of the cross-derivative become zero. This result is inconsistent with the
intuition, since the error variance should reduce to the square of (3.6.1). Therefore,
the error variance of the ML estimator calculated by the Friedlander method with-
out or with the expectation of the cross-derivative cannot well predict the error
performance.
The major reason of the inaccurate prediction ability by the Friedlander meth-
ods is that the Taylor expansion in [9, eq. (19)] has missed the derivative term at
the true values of γ0 and τb,0. Next we correct the expansion based on the Taylor
series.
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5.3 Theoretical Error Performance Based on the First-
Order Taylor Series
The first-order Taylor series of the ∂
∂τb
fML(τb|γ̃) in two variables around the true

























































We assume that there is a point τ̆ in the line segment between τb,0 and τ̂b,ML(γ) such






















For a continuous derivative ∂
2
∂τb∂τb





























with probability one. Then, including these results
into (5.3.3), we can obtain (see, e.g., [65])























Proposition 5.3.1. Using the anlysis method derived from the Taylor expansion with the
expectation of the croos-derivative, the error between the estimated and the true values of























(γ − γ0)Es(ab,0 − ãb,0)− 1
τb,0













Proof. See Appendix A.9.
5.3.1 The Bias of the ML Estimator under the Imperfect PLE
Proposition 5.3.2. Using the analysis method derived from the Taylor expansion, the bias
of the ML estimation under the imperfect PLE is given by
Enb(t) {τ̂b,ML(γ)− τb,0} = −



















Proof. See Appendix A.10.
It can be seen that the bias depends on neither the energy of the transmitted
signal nor the noise variance. This result corresponds to the fact that when the
channel parameter, i.e., the PLE, is not well identified, even though the transmitted
SNR is high we cannot obtain the consistent estimate of the ToA.
Perfect PLE






Remark 5.3.2. For a large effective bandwidth, the bias tends to
lim
β̄→∞
Enb(t) {τ̂b,ML(γ)− τb,0} = 0. (5.3.8)
The Bias as a Function of δγ



















































































































Figure 5.1: Comparison of the theoretical bias of the position estimate as a function
of δγ for the Friedlander and the Taylor expansion methods for the imperfect PLE,
several values of γ0, db = 3 m, and β̄ = 3.1007× 109 Hz.
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Figure 5.2: Zoomed comparison of the theoretical bias of the position estimate as
a function of δγ for the Friedlander and the Taylor expansion methods for several
values of γ0, db = 3 m, and β̄ = 3.1007× 109 Hz.
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5.3.2 The Error Variance of the ML Estimator for the Imperfect
PLE without the Expectation of the Cross-derivative
In this section, let us consider the error between the estimated and the real ToAs
defined by

















It can be observed that the bias obtained from (A.9.2) is the same as that from
(5.3.10). However, the error variance obtained from (A.9.2) is not the same as the
expression (5.3.10).
Proposition 5.3.3. Using the analysis method derived from the Taylor expansion without
the expectation of the cross-derivative, the error variance of the ML estimation under the



































































Proof. See Appendix A.11.
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Perfect PLE














Proof. See Appendix A.12.
Therefore, if we take the square root onto the last expression, we obtain the
RMSE, which is identical to the expression given by (3.6.1).
Large Effective Bandwidth









The Error Variance as a Function of PLE Error













































































The Error Variance for Infinite SNR

















































5.3.3 The Error Variance of the ML Estimator under the Imperfect
PLE with the Expectation of the Cross-derivative
Proposition 5.3.4. Using the analysis method derived from the Taylor expansion with
the expectation of the cross-derivative, the error variance of the ML estimation under the









































Proof. See Appendix A.13.
Perfect PLE















Proof. See Appendix A.14.
Therefore, if we take the square root onto (5.3.17), we obtain the RMSE, which
is identical to the expression given by (3.6.1).
Large Effective Bandwidth









The Error Variance as a Function of PLE Error
































































The Error Variance for Infinite SNR




















































According to (5.3.15), it is possible to observe in Fig. 5.3 that for a large SNR the
Taylor expansion methods with and without the expectation of the cross-derivative
for calculating the error variance give the same result. As in Remark 5.2.7, the
Friedlander analysis methods with and without the expectation of the cross-derivative
provide the same result in Fig. 5.3. For a large SNR, we can also observe that the
Friedlander method without the expectation of the cross-derivative does not coin-
cide with the Taylor expansion methods for a large SNR.
Fig. 5.4 and Fig. 5.5 show the theoretical error variances for the Friedlander
and the Taylor expansion methods with and without the expectation of the cross-
derivative for different values of the true PLE and the SNRRx.
Fig. 5.6 and Fig. 5.7 show the Taylor expansion method with the expectation
of the cross-derivative for the RMSE of the position estimate as a function of δγ
for several values of γ0 and the SNRRx. Note that in Fig. 5.6 the error variance
increases fast for the negatives values of the PLE error, and in Fig. 5.7 the RMSE
increases when the SNRRx decreases. Moreover, in Fig.5.8 and Fig. 5.9 we can
observe the Taylor expansion method with the expectation of the cross-derivative
for the RMSE of the position estimate as a function of δγ for the infinite SNRRx,
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γ
0
 = 1.6 
Figure 5.3: Comparison of the theoretical RMSE of the position estimate as a
function of δγ for the Friedlander with or without the expectation of the cross-
derivative and the Taylor expansion methods with or without the expectation of
the cross-derivative for the imperfect PLE, several values of γ0, db = 3 m, transmit-
ted SNR = 200 dB, and β̄ = 3.1007× 109 Hz.
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F without ECD (γ
0
 = 1.6)
F without ECD (γ
0
 = 3.5)
F with ECD (γ
0
 = 1.6)
F with ECD (γ
0
 = 3.5)
TE without ECD (γ
0
 = 1.6)
TE without ECD (γ
0
 = 3.5)
TE with ECD (γ
0
 = 1.6)
TE with ECD (γ
0
 = 3.5)
Figure 5.4: Comparison of the theoretical RMSE of the position estimate as a func-
tion of δγ for the Friedlander and the Taylor expansion methods with or without
the expectation of the cross-derivative for the imperfect PLE, several values of γ0,
db = 3 m, SNRRx = 20 dB, and β̄ = 3.1007× 109 Hz.
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F without ECD (SNR
Rx
 = 20)
F without ECD (SNR
Rx
 = 100)
F with ECD (SNR
Rx
 = 20)
F with ECD (SNR
Rx
 = 100)
TE without ECD (SNR
Rx
 = 20)
TE without ECD (SNR
Rx
 = 100)
TE with ECD (SNR
Rx
 = 20)
TE with ECD (SNR
Rx
 = 100)
Figure 5.5: Comparison of the theoretical RMSE of the position estimate as a func-
tion of δγ for the Friedlander and the Taylor expansion methods with or with-
out the expectation of the cross-derivative for the imperfect PLE, several values of
SNRRx, db = 3 m,γ0 = 2.5, and β̄ = 3.1007× 109 Hz.
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Figure 5.6: Taylor expansion method with the expectation of the cross-derivative
for the RMSE of the position estimate as a function of δγ for the indoor scenario,
several values of γ0, SNRRx = 20 dB, db = 3 m, and β̄ = 3.1007× 109 Hz.
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Figure 5.7: Taylor expansion method with the expectation of the cross-derivative
for the RMSE of the position estimate as a function of δγ for the indoor scenario,
several values of SNRRx, γ = 2.5, db = 3 m, and β̄ = 3.1007× 109 Hz.
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Figure 5.8: Taylor expansion method with the expectation of the cross-derivative
for the RMSE of the position estimate as a function of δγ for the indoor scenario for
infinite SNR, db = 3 m, and β̄ = 3.1007× 109 Hz.
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Figure 5.9: Taylor expansion method with the expectation of the cross-derivative
for the zoomed RMSE of the position estimate as a function of δγ for the indoor
scenario for infinite SNR, db = 3 m, and β̄ = 3.1007× 109 Hz.
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ML Simulation: Perfect PLE
ML Simulation: Imperfect PLE
ML Analysis: Friedlander
ML Analysis: Taylor Expansion
Figure 5.10: Bias of the position estimate as a function of SNRRx for the imperfect
PLE, γ0 = 2, δγ = 0.5, db = 3 m, β̄ = 3.1007× 109 Hz, sampling time = 0.01 ps, and
NR = 1,000 independent runs.
where we can see that the error variance is also higher for the negative values of
the PLE error than for the positives values of the PLE error.
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ML Simulation: Perfect PLE
ML Simulation: Imperfect PLE
ML Analysis: Friedlander
ML Analysis: Taylor Expansion
Figure 5.11: Zoomed bias of the position estimate as a function of SNRRx for the
imperfect PLE, γ0 = 2, δγ = 0.5, db = 3 m, β̄ = 3.1007 × 109 Hz, sampling time
= 0.01 ps, and NR = 1,000 independent runs.
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ML Simulation: Perfect PLE
ML Analysis: Perfect PLE
ML Simulation: Imperfect PLE
ML Analysis: F without ECD
ML Analysis: F with ECD
ML Analysis: TE without ECD
ML Analysis: TE with ECD
Figure 5.12: RMSE of the position estimate as a function of SNRRx for the imperfect
PLE, γ0 = 2, δγ = 0.5, db = 3 m, β̄ = 3.1007× 109 Hz, sampling time = 0.01 ps, and
NR = 1,000 independent runs.
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ML Simulation: Perfect PLE
ML Analysis: Perfect PLE
ML Simulation: Imperfect PLE
ML Analysis: F without ECD
ML Analysis: F with ECD
ML Analysis: TE without ECD
ML Analysis: TE with ECD
Figure 5.13: Zoomed RMSE of the position estimate as a function of SNRRx for the
imperfect PLE, γ0 = 2, δγ = 0.5, db = 3 m, β̄ = 3.1007 × 109 Hz, sampling time
= 0.01 ps, and NR = 1,000 independent runs.
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5.4 Numerical Discussions about the Simulations and
the Theoretical Analysis for Indoor Environments
Fig. 5.10 and Fig. 5.12 show the bias and the RMSE of the position estimate as
a function of SNRRx for the imperfect PLE and the indoor environment. In these
figures, it is possible to observe that the ML and MC estimates fall into their asymp-
totic errors. In addition, Fig. 5.11 shows the zoomed asymptotic region of the bias,
where it is possible to observe that the empirical bias of the ML estimate with the
imperfect PLE presents higher error than the MC and ML estimates with the per-
fect PLE. Moreover, it can be seen that the Taylor expansion performance presents
higher accuracy than the Friendlander analysis method for the imperfect PLE.
The RMSEs of the position estimate as a function of SNRRx for the perfect and
the imperfect PLEs, and the indoor environments are shown in Fig. 5.12. Note
that in the threshold region, the ML estimators with the perfect and the imperfect
PLEs present smaller error than the MC estimator. Then, for a small PLE error,
e.g., δγ = 0.5, we can conclude that in the threshold region, the ML estimator
presents higher accuracy than the MC estimator even in the presence of the imper-
fect PLE. In addition, Fig. 5.13 shows a zoomed portion of the asymptotic region
of the RMSE, where we can see that the MC and ML estimators with the perfect
PLE fall into their asymptotic theoretical RMSEs and they also present the smaller
error variance than the ML estimator with the imperfect PLE. Furthermore, it can
be observed that the Taylor expansion with the expectation of the cross-derivative
is the most accurate prediction of the RMSE for the imperfect PLE.
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ML Simulation: Perfect PLE
ML Simulation: Imperfect PLE
ML Analysis: Friedlander
ML Analysis: Taylor Expansion
Figure 5.14: Bias of the position estimate as a function of δγ for the imperfect PLE,
γ0 = 2, SNRRx = 20 dB, db = 3 m, β̄ = 3.1007 × 109 Hz, sampling time = 0.01 ps,
and NR = 5,000 independent runs.
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ML Simulation: Perfect PLE
ML Simulation: Imperfect PLE
ML Analysis: Friedlander
ML Analysis: Taylor Expansion
Figure 5.15: Zoomed bias of the position estimate as a function of δγ for the imper-
fect PLE, γ0 = 2, SNRRx = 20 dB, db = 3 m, β̄ = 3.1007 × 109 Hz, sampling time
= 0.01 ps, and NR = 5,000 independent runs.
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ML Simulation: Perfect PLE
ML Analysis: Perfect PLE
ML Simulation: Imperfect PLE
ML Analysis: F without ECD
ML Analysis: F with ECD
ML Analysis: TE without ECD
ML Analysis: TE with ECD
Figure 5.16: RMSE of the position estimate as a function of δγ for the imperfect
PLE, γ0 = 2, SNRRx = 20 dB, db = 3 m, β̄ = 3.1007× 109 Hz, sampling time = 0.01
ps, and NR = 5,000 independent runs.
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ML Simulation: Perfect PLE
ML Analysis: Perfect PLE
ML Simulation: Imperfect PLE
ML Analysis: F without ECD
ML Analysis: F with ECD
ML Analysis: TE without ECD
ML Analysis: TE with ECD
Figure 5.17: Zoomed RMSE of the position estimate as a function of δγ for the
imperfect PLE, γ0 = 2, SNRRx = 20 dB, db = 3 m, β̄ = 3.1007 × 109 Hz, sampling
time = 0.01 ps, and NR = 5,000 independent runs.
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The bias and the RMSE of the position estimate as a function of δγ for the imper-
fect PLE and the indoor environments are shown in figures 5.14 and 5.16. Observe
that the MC and the ML estimates with the perfect PLE coincide with their asymp-
totic theoretical performance and they do not depend on the value of δγ . However,
the ML estimate with the imperfect PLE depend on the PLE error and therefore
we can see that the ML estimate falls into the Taylor expansion performance for
small values of δγ . Moreover, we can observe that the most accurate prediction
of the RMSE for the ML estimator with the imperfect PLE error is the Taylor ex-
pansion with the expectation of the cross-derivative, as seen in Fig. 5.13. The
zoomed asymptotic regions of the bias and the RMSE are exhibited in Fig. 5.15
and Fig. 5.17, respectively, where we can seen that the errors from the real esti-
mation present some fluctuation because of the inadequate sampling time and the
finite number of independent runs, which are limited by the hardware simulation.
Furthermore, Fig. 5.15 verifies that the MC and the ML estimators with the per-
fect PLE are asymptotically unbiased. Unfortunately, the ML estimator under the
imperfect PLE is asymptotically biased.
5.5 Theoretical Error Performance for Outdoor Envi-
ronments
In the last two sections, we mentioned that the Taylor expansion method gives
the highest theoretical performance accuracy of the error between the estimated
and true values of the ToA. For this reason, in this section we consider only the
expression of the bias by using the Taylor expansion method for the outdoor case,
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i.e., for the digital signal with the MSK modulation.
The bias of the Taylor expansion method is given by (5.3.6), which depends on
the effective bandwidth. As seen in Chapter 3, the effective bandwidth of the MSK
signal is random, because it depends on the transmitted bit information vectors,
which are random. Similarly as done in Chapter 3, we shall derive the expression
of the averaged bias (AB), and the lower/upper bound of bias (LUBB).
5.5.1 Averaged Bias
In order to obtain the AB by using the Taylor expansion method for the outdoor
case, we should take the expectation of the bias, which is given by (5.3.6), with
respect to the random variables v and q.
Proposition 5.5.1. Using the analysis method derived from the Taylor expansion, the










































Proof. See Appendix A.15.
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5.5.2 Lower/Upper Bound of Bias
In this section, we calculate the LUBB of the bias by using the Taylor expansion
method for the outdoor environment. In order to obtain the LUBB we only have
to evaluate the expectation of the value of β̄.
Proposition 5.5.2. By including the value of Ev,q{β̄2}, which is given by (3.5.5), into
(5.3.6), we obtain the LUBB of the bias of the ML estimator with the imperfect PLE for the
outdoor case from
Enb(t),v,q{τ̂b,ML(γ)− τb,0} ≥ −





















when the right-hand side in (5.5.2) is positive. The upper bound can be expressed as
Enb(t),v,q{τ̂b,ML(γ)− τb,0} ≤ −





















when the right-hand side in (5.5.3) is negative.
5.5.3 Numerical Discussions about the Simulations and the The-
oretical Analysis for Outdoor Environments
The figures 5.18 and 5.20 exhibit the bias and the RMSE of the position estimate as
a function of SNRRx, where it can be observed that when the SNRRx increases, the
MC and ML estimates with and without the PLE error fall into their asymptotic er-
rors. Fig. 5.19 shows a zoomed region, which contains the AB and the LUBB for the
outdoor case. Note that the LUBB becomes the upper bound of the bias, which is
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ML Simulation: Perfect PLE
ML Simulation: Imperfect PLE
ML Theory: Averaged Bias
ML Theory: Lower/Upper Bound
Figure 5.18: Bias of the position estimate as a function of SNRRx for the imperfect
PLE, γ0 = 5, δγ = 1, db = 500 m, RB = 15 Mbps, f0 = 900 MHz, sampling time
= 1.7420 ps, 20 independent runs for the frame realization, and 50 independent
runs for the noise realization.
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ML Simulation: Perfect PLE
ML Simulation: Imperfect PLE
ML Theory: Averaged bias
ML Theory: Lower/Upper Bound
Figure 5.19: Zoomed portion of the AB and the LUBB of the position estimate as
a function of SNRRx for the imperfect PLE, γ0 = 5, δγ = 1, db = 500 m, RB = 15
Mbps, f0 = 900 MHz, sampling time = 1.7420 ps, 20 independent runs for the
frame realization, and 50 independent runs for the noise realization.
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ML Simulation: Perfect PLE
SS−ToA: ACRB
ML Simulation: Imperfect PLE
ML Theory + Simulation: Averaged TE with ECD
Figure 5.20: RMSE of the position estimate as a function of SNRRx for the imperfect
PLE, γ0 = 5, δγ = 1, db = 500 m, RB = 15 Mbps, f0 = 900 MHz, sampling time
= 1.7420 ps, 20 independent runs for the frame realization, and 50 independent
runs for the noise realization.
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ML Simulation: Perfect PLE
SS−ToA: ACRB
ML Simulation: Imperfect PLE
ML Theory + Simulation: Averaged TE with ECD
Figure 5.21: Zoomed RMSE of the position estimate as a function of SNRRx for
the imperfect PLE, γ0 = 5, δγ = 1, db = 500 m, RB = 15 Mbps, f0 = 900 MHz,
sampling time = 1.7420 ps, 20 independent runs for the frame realization, and 50
independent runs for the noise realization.
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ML Simulation: Perfect PLE
SS−ToA: ACRB
ML Simulation: Imperfect PLE
ML Theory + Simulation: Averaged TE with ECD
Figure 5.22: Zoomed RMSE for the imperfect PLE, γ0 = 5, δγ = 1, db = 500 m,
RB = 15 Mbps, f0 = 900 MHz, sampling time = 1.7420 ps, 20 independent runs for
the frame realization, and 50 independent runs for the noise realization.
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Figure 5.23: Bias of the position estimate as a function of δγ for the imperfect PLE,
γ0 = 5, SNRRx = 32 dB, db = 500 m, RB = 15 Mbps, f0 = 900 MHz, sampling time
= 0.3484 ps, 20 independent runs for the frame realization, and 50 independent
runs for the noise realization.
above the AB, as the bias is negative. Moreover, in figures 5.21 and 5.22, a zoomed
portion of the asymptotic region of the RMSE is shown. In the zoomed zone of
the RMSE in Fig. 5.21, we can observe that the MC estimate and the ML estimate
with the perfect PLE are identical, and they also present a lower error than the
ML estimate with the imperfect PLE. However, the MC estimate provides a worse
accuracy than the ML estimates with or without the PLE error in the threshold
region, as seen in Fig. 5.12 in the indoor.
In figures 5.23 and 5.24, we can observe the bias and the RMSE of the position
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ML Simulation: Perfect PLE
SS−ToA: ACRB
ML Simulation: Imperfect PLE
ML Theory + Simulation: Averaged TE with ECD
Figure 5.24: RMSE of the position estimate as a function of δγ for the imperfect PLE,
γ0 = 5, SNRRx = 32 dB, db = 500 m, RB = 15 Mbps, f0 = 900 MHz, sampling time
= 0.3484 ps, 20 independent runs for the frame realization, and 50 independent
runs for the noise realization.
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estimate as a function of δγ for the imperfect PLE and for the outdoor environ-
ments. Note that the numerical errors present some fluctuations because of the
insufficient sampling time and the finite number of the independent runs. Unfor-
tunately, the sampling time cannot be decreased neither the number of the inde-
pendent runs can be increased, because they are limited by the hardware simula-
tion. Moreover, we can see in Fig. 5.23 and Fig. 5.24 that the bias and the RMSE
present very small values because of the high received SNR. However, a lower





In this thesis, we have extended the application of the hybrid SS-ToA concept to
the second-derivative Gaussian pulse and the MSK signal waveforms.
Moreover, the PLE is a key parameter in the localization algorithms based on
the distance estimation. However, the true value of the PLE is unknown and there-
fore we should take into account the mis-modeled PLE into the ToA estimation. In
order at including the PLE error into the ToA estimation, we have analyzed the ML
estimation under the imperfect PLE by using the Friedlander and the Taylor expan-
sion analysis methods. As observed in the previous chapter, we have found that
the analysis method using the Taylor expansion with the cross-derivative expecta-
tion provides the highest theoretical performance accuracy of the error between the
estimated and true values of the ToA. In addition, in the Taylor expansion analysis
method, the theoretical performance of the error variance with the highest accu-




As seen in the numerical discussions about the simulations and the theoretical
analysis for the indoor and outdoor environments, the ML estimators with the
perfect and the imperfect PLEs present the smaller error than the MC estimator in
the threshold region. Then, in the threshold region and for a small PLE error, the
ML estimator presents higher accuracy than the MC estimator even in the presence
of the imperfect PLE. However, in the asymptotic region the MC and ML with
perfect PLE estimators outperform the ML estimator with imperfect PLE.
Then, in the presence of the PLE error, we could finally summarize that in the
threshold region, the ML estimator outperforms the the MC estimator for the small
PLE error, e.g., δγ = 0.5 in the indoor case, and the moderate PLE error, e.g., δγ = 1
in the outdoor case. However, in the asymptotic region the MC and ML estimators
under the perfect PLE outperform the ML estimator with the imperfect PLE.
6.2 Prospective Directions
Three promising studies can be cast into the future works, such as partitioned con-
volution, non-asymptotic analysis and random path loss exponent error. Since the
wireless communication systems often work with a very high central frequency,
which leads to a large effective bandwidth, the time resolution for computing the
convolution should be very fine and therefore a very long memory is required. To
support this demand, the partitioned convolution might be a solution. The moti-
vation to observe the non-asymptotic region analytically is that Fig. 5.12 and Fig.
5.20 illustrate that in a low SNR, even though the PLE is subject to the error, the ML
estimator can still outperform the MC estimator. Alternatively, the consideration
of the random PLE will be more solid, since it will cover the conducted results and
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treat this thesis as a special case.
6.2.1 Partitioned Convolution
In this thesis, we have used the convolution to compute the ML and MC estimates.
However, we have found some computational problems in the simulation of the
real wireless systems, because of the hardware limitations. In [66, p. 313], a parti-
tioned convolution is discussed by convoluting the partitioned input signal by the
filter and then summing all output segments. In [13] and [14], the algorithm of the
real-time partitioned convolution is studied and implemented on a digital signal
processor platform. In this manner, an efficient convolution is attained with the ad-
vantage of low input/output delay. Then, the convolution required by the MC and
ML estimators can be handled in a personal computer by means of the partitioned
convolution and therefore it allows to simulate the real wireless systems.
6.2.2 Non-asymptotic Analysis
In this thesis, we have studied the bias and the RMSEs of the MC and ML estima-
tors of the ToA and the effects of the imperfect PLE in the mis-modeled estimation
of the ToA by using the ML estimator. However, we only analyze the asymptotic
region of the estimation and therefore the next step in the research could be the
analysis of the non-asymptotic region, i.e., threshold region and non-informative
region.
Some related works provide the analysis of the threshold region, see, e.g., [16]
and [15]. In [15], the threshold effects are studied in the estimation of the parame-
ters of single-frequency tones from a finite number of noisy discrete-time observa-
tions. The study in [15] concentrated on the presence of the threshold in the RMSE
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of a non-linear estimation caused by a low SNRRx, and in the frequency estimation
because of the occurrence of the outliers. The study [16] extends the analysis of
the asymptotic and threshold region of the MSE performance of the ML estimator
for the DoA estimation. The performance of the MSE prediction in the presence of
signal model mismatch is provided in [16].
6.2.3 Random Path Loss Exponent Error
In this thesis, the effect of the imperfect PLE are studied by assuming a deter-
ministic PLE error. Therefore, the analysis of the random imperfect PLE is another
possible future line of the research. In this section, we postulate a PLE error model,
where the PLE is assumed to have a doubly truncated Gaussian distribution.
We assume δγ as a variable with Gaussian distribution with mean 0 and vari-
ance σ2γ , i.e., δγ ∼ N (0, σ2γ). Thereby, the PLE has also a Gaussian distribution with
mean γ0 and variance σ2γ , i.e., γ ∼ N (γ0, σ2γ). However, the PLE cannot be less than
zero and be infinite. Therefore, the PLE has to present a doubly truncated Gaussian































where Φ(u) = P (U ≤ u) is the cumulative distribution function (CDF) of the stan-



















, where erf(·) is the error function.









































The mean and the variance γ̄t and σ2γt of the doubly truncated Gaussian distribu-
tion are given by (see, e.g., [17, p.33])









































































































− (γ̄t − γ0)2.
(6.2.6)
The error expressions of the ML estimator, such as the bias in (5.3.6) and the error
variance in (5.3.16), are valid for a deterministic PLE. A possible way is the inves-




A.1 Proof of Proposition 3.2.1


















































































































































The second equality in (A.1.2) is actually an approximation, since the pulse has a
finite duration. However, the derivation in (A.1.2) provides a simple but accurate
approximation. The effect of finite and infinite duration signals for the effective
bandwidth is investigated in the next section (see (4.1.3)). Using the time-scaling



































The frequency derivative property of the Fourier transform is given by (see, e.g.,
[60, pp. 252-253])














































4η (see, e.g., [60, pp. 252-




































































































































Finally, substituting the value of ω into (A.1.7), the expression of the Fourier trans-










The Fourier transform of s(t) can be also expressed as a function of the frequency.
By changing ω = 2πf , S(f) can be obtained from









In order to obtain the effective bandwidth of the transmitted signal defined by















































dx. In order to obtain the
solution, we ought to make the next variable change












x ∈ [0,∞) =⇒ y ∈ [0,∞).
(A.1.13)
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dx may be rewritten as a func-














































(see, e.g., [67]), where Γ(m) is the Gamma function that provides Γ(m) = (m− 1)!.
In this case, we have m− 1 = n−1
2
, i.e., m = n+1
2






























































































Figure A.1: Energy of the transmitted signal.
The value obtained in (A.1.17) is the energy of the transmitted signal, which can






















































Then, the square of the bandwidth of the transmitted signal in frequency and time

















where ṡ(t) = ∂
∂t























































































































































































A.2 Proof of Proposition 3.3.1







































































































































A.3 Proof of Proposition 3.5.1















The linearity property of the Fourier transform states for any complex numbers ε
and ϑ that F{εg1(x) + ϑg2(x)} = εF{g1(x)}+ ϑF{g2(x)} (see, e.g., [60]). Therefore,
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The Fourier transform shown in (A.3.2) has the form F{cos(ηx)} = π(δ(ω − η) +

















The expression of |S(ω)|2 can be obtained as follows





















































































































The Dirac delta function (or the Dirac measure, or the Dirac distribution), denoted
by δ(x) (see, e.g., [60] and [68, p. 292]), has the following properties:
1. δ(x) ≥ 0 for −∞ < x < +∞,
2. δ(x) = 0 for x 6= 0,
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3. f(x)δ(x− x0) = f(x0)δ(x− x0) for any function f(x),
4.
∫∞
−∞ δ(x)dx = 1.
For any continuous function f(x) defined in the interval x ∈ (−∞, +∞),
∫ ∞
−∞
f(x) δ(x)dx = f(0). (A.3.5)
Furthermore, for any real or complex value x0 and for any continuous function
f(x) on R, the Dirac delta provides
∫ ∞
−∞
f(x)δ(x− x0) dx = f(x0). (A.3.6)
The expression (A.3.4) contents the terms with the form δ(ω−ωa) · δ(ω−ωb), which
can be developed by using the 3th property of the Dirac delta. By defining x =
ω − ωa, and therefore δ(ω − ωa) as f(x) and δ(ω − ωb) as δ(x− x0), we can write
δ(ω − ωa) · δ(ω − ωb) = δ(x)δ(x + ωa − ωb)
= δ(ωb − ωa)δ(x + ωa − ωb),
(A.3.7)
where by using the second property of the Dirac delta, the term δ(ωb − ωa) = 0 if
ωa 6= ωb. Then, the multiplication yields




0 ; ωa 6= ωb,
δ2(ω − ωa) ; ωa = ωb.
(A.3.8)
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We can analyze the different terms of (A.3.4) by using the previous result as
δ
(













0 ; vnqn 6= vn′qn′ ,
δ2
(
ω − ω0 + vnqnπ2T
)

















0 ; vnqn 6= vn′qn′ ,
δ2
(
ω + ω0 − vnqnπ2T
)

















0 ; 2ω0 6= vnqnπ2T + vn′qn′π2T ,
δ2
(

























0 ; 2ω0 6= vnqnπ2T + vn′qn′π2T ,
δ2
(










Observe that the conditions in (A.3.9c) and (A.3.9d) are the same and require more
analysis. The condition 2ω0 = vnqnπ2T +
vn′qn′π
2T
is true only when vnqn = vn′qn′ = 1
and ω0 = π2T . We can rewrite the condition ω0 =
π
2T
as a function of the central





Then, the previous condition yields 4f0 = RB, i.e., the bit rate should be four times
much bigger that the central frequency. However, this condition is not realistic
because no real wireless systems operate with a bit rate higher than the central
frequency. For example, in the GSM systems, the typical values of the central fre-
quency are 900 MHz and 2 GHz, and the GSM systems provide the bit rates of up
to 140 kbps (see, e.g., [5, p. 12]).
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Moreover, if the bit rate is chosen such that ω0 = 12πRB holds, then under the
condition 2ω0 = vnqnπ2T +
vn′qn′π
2T
















Note that in the final calculation of β̄, the factors of 2 appears at the nominator,
∫∞
−∞ ω
2|S(ω)|2dω, and at the denominator, ∫∞−∞ |S(ω)|2dω. Then, both factors of 2
will cancel each other. Therefore, our analysis can support the condition ω0 =
1
2
πRB with the same value of the effective bandwidth. In what follows, we will

























































































The last property of the Dirac delta may be used to solve (A.3.13). Then, by defin-
ing δ(x) as δ
(
ω − ω0 + vnqnπ2T
)
and f(x) as δ
(
ω − ω0 + vnqnπ2T
)





















Similarly, by taking δ(x) as δ
(
ω + ω0 − vnqnπ2T
)
and f(x) as δ
(





































= 2π2(N − 1)δ(0).
(A.3.16)
The next step to obtain β̄ is the calculation of
∫∞
−∞ ω






























































By letting δ(x) be δ
(
ω − ω0 + vnqnπ2T
)
and f(x) be ω2δ
(
ω − ω0 + vnqnπ2T
)
in (A.3.6), the




















By letting δ(x) be δ
(
ω + ω0 − vnqnπ2T
)
and f(x) be ω2δ
(
ω + ω0 − vnqnπ2T
)
in (A.3.6), the











































































n=1 (ω0 − vnqnπ2T )2
N − 1 .
(A.3.21)
The PDF of vn and qm is given by the discrete value of −1 and +1. The PDF of vn








(δ(qn + 1) + δ(qn − 1)). (A.3.22b)
The variables vn and qn are assumed as independent variables, whose joint prob-
ability distribution can be written as pv,q(vn, qn) = pv(vn)pq(qn). The transmitted
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information is random. Therefore, the value of β̄ is also random. Then, we need to









































































































A.4 Proof of Proposition 3.6.1
The ACRB of the MC estimator can be developed as















































































































= 2π2(N − 1)
(
1
(N − 1) (ω0 − π2T
)2 +
1







































































































into (A.4.1),we obtain (3.6.5).
A.5 Proof of Proposition 3.6.2
Similarly, the ACRB of the ML estimator can be developed as





















































































































































































































A.6 Basic Results for the First and Second Derivatives
of the ML Function under the Imperfect PLE
Then, we need to find a form of the derivative ∂
∂τb
ab(τb|γ). The expression of the














ab(τb|γ) = − 1
2τb
γab(τb|γ). (A.6.2)
The first and the second derivatives of fML(τb|γ) with respect to τb can be derived,
by using the result given by (A.6.2), as
∂
∂τb










































































































































































<((ab(τb,0|γ0)s(t− τb,0) + n(t))s∗(t− τb))dt












For simplicity, we can rewrite
ρ(τb) = ab,0ρss,b + ρns,b, (A.6.7)
where ab,0 = ab(τb,0|γ0) is the true value of the loss gain. Moreover, the expression
of ρ(τb) for τb = τb,0 is given by
ρ(τb,0) = ρ(τb)|τb=τb,0 . (A.6.8)










































































































































































= −4π2β̄2Esab,0 + ρ̈ns,0, (A.6.15)






and therefore Enb(t) {ρ̈ns,0} = 0. Substituting (A.6.11)






































































Then, we can derive
∂2
∂γ∂τb










































































































































Then, the result of ∂
2
∂γ∂τb























































A.7 Proof of Proposition 5.2.2
The bias can be written as





















































































































































ab,0 + 8π2β̄2τ 2b,0ab,0
τb,0
= −

















A.8 Proof of Proposition 5.2.3





































































































































































































(k1 + k2ρns,0 − k3ρ̇ns,0)2
}
can be solved as
Enb(t)
{




























We have to consider the results

















Enb(t) {ρns,0ρ̇ns,0} = 0. (A.8.6d)
Substituting (A.8.6a), (A.8.6b), (A.8.6c) and (A.8.6d) into (A.8.5), we have
Enb(t)
{










































































τ 2b,0(γ − γ0)2(
ãb,0
ab,0
















































A.9 Proof of Proposition 5.3.1
In order to obtain the expression of the error between the estimated and the true
values of the ToA for the analysis method derived from the Taylor expansion, we








γ (Esãb,0 − Esab,0 − ρns,0) ãb,0 − 2ãb,0ρ̇ns,0. (A.9.1)
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Substituting (A.9.1), (A.6.17) and (A.7.2) into (5.3.4), we obtain the final value of























(γ − γ0)Esãb,0(ab,0 − ãb,0)− 1
τb,0
































(γ − γ0)Es(ab,0 − ãb,0)− 1
τb,0














A.10 Proof of Proposition 5.3.2















γEs (ãb,0 − ab,0) + 1
τb
(γ − γ0)Es(ab,0 − ãb,0)
− 1
τb,0












γ (ab,0 − ãb,0) + (γ − γ0)
(















ab,0 + 8π2β̄2τ 2b,0ab,0
τb,0
= −



















A.11 Proof of Proposition 5.3.3

























γ (Esãb,0 − Esab,0 − ρns,0)− 2ρ̇ns,0 + 1
τb,0
(γ − γ0)(Esab,0 + ρns,0 − Esãb,0)
− 1
τb,0





































γEs (ab,0 − ãb,0) + 1
τb,0


































































γEs (ab,0 − ãb,0) + 1
τb,0












































































As obtained, the solution of Enb(t)
{


















































































































































































































































A.13 Proof of Proposition 5.3.4




























(γ − γ0)Es(ab,0 − ãb,0)− 1
τb,0






























γ (Esãb,0 − Esab,0) + 1
τb,0
(γ − γ0)Es(ab,0 − ãb,0)
− 1
τb,0




































where k7, k8 and k9 are given by
k7 = − 1
τb,0
γEs (ãb,0 − ab,0) + 1
τb,0
(γ − γ0)Es(ab,0 − ãb,0)
− 1
τb,0





























































k9 = 2. (A.13.4)
As seen in (A.8.6b)-(A.8.7), Enb(t)
{























































































































































γ2 + 8π2β̄2τ 2b,0
)
(




























A.15 Proof of Proposition 5.5.1






















































can be solved by includ-






















n=1 (ω0− vnqnπ2T )2
N−1 −
(



















































































































































N−1(N − 1)τ 2b,0ab,0
(
ω0 − π2T
































































































B.1 MATLAB R© File for the Second-derivative Gaus-







plot(t,p, ’k’),title(’Second-derivate Gaussian Pulse’),
xlabel(’t (s)’),ylabel(’p(t)’)









B.3 MATLAB R© File for the Transmitted Signal Delayed
(Fig. 3.3)






title(’Transmitted signal, which is delayed ’),
xlabel(’t (s)’),ylabel(’s(t-\tau)’)










B.5 MATLAB R© File for the Signal Waveforms (Fig. 3.5)
% Program for the signal waveforms
plot(t, r,’c’,t,s_tau,’b-.’,t,s,’r--’),
legend(’r(t)’,’s(t-\tau)’,’s(t)’),title(’Signal waveforms’),
xlabel(’t (s)’),ylabel(’f(t)’), grid on
B.6 MATLAB R© File for the Signal Waveforms for db =



























title(’Signal waveforms for d_b= 6 m’),
xlabel(’t (s)’),ylabel(’f(t)’), grid on
B.7 MATLAB R© File for the Effective Bandwidth for





d0 = 0.05; dmax = 6;
c = 3e8;






for tau_p = tau_p_range






























legend(’Simulation’,’Theory’),title(’Square of the Bandwidth’),
xlabel(’\tau_p (s)’),ylabel(’W (Hzˆ2)’)
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B.8 MATLAB R© File for the MSK Modulation









v_aux = [v_aux v(i)*ones(1,2*N)];
end
for i=1:length(q)-1
q_aux = [q_aux q(i)*ones(1,2*N)];
end
q_aux = [q_aux q(end)*ones(1,N)];
v_t = [v_aux zeros(1, length(t)-length(v_aux))];




msk = [zeros(1,delay) msk(1:(end-delay))];
B.9 MATLAB R© File for the MSK Signals (Fig. 3.17)
















s = MSK_mod(frame,R_B,fc,0,t, t_sample);
%%%%%%%%% transmit signal delayed
s_tau = MSK_mod(frame, R_B, fc, tau, t, t_sample);
Es = sum(s.*conj(s));
a_b = sqrt(k*(d0/(tau*c))ˆgamma);













legend(’r(t)’),title(’Received signal for d_b=3km’),
xlabel(’t (s)’),ylabel(’r(t)’)
B.10 MATLAB R© File for the Square Root of the Ex-
pectation of the Effective Bandwidth Square for
a MSK Signal (Fig. 3.18)
%%%%%%% Outdoor %%%%%%%%
%%%Transmitted signal is a MSK signal





for R_B = R_B_range
n_R_B = n_R_B + 1;
T = 1./R_B;
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Ts = (N_bits-1) * T;
T0 = 1.005 * Ts;
t_sample= Ts/1e6;
t = (1e-100:t_sample:T0);
for n_R = 1:N_R
frame = sign(2 * rand(1,N_bits) - 1);
%transmitted signal
s = MSK_mod(frame,R_B,f0,0,t, t_sample);
%derivative of the transmitted signal














B.11 MATLAB R© File for Theoretical RMSE as a Func-
tion of SNRRx (Fig. 3.19)
%%%%%%% Outdoor %%%%%%%%




























legend(’ToA: ACRB’,’ToA: MCRB’,’SS-ToA: ACRB’,’SS-ToA: MCRB’),
title(’RMSE as a function of the SNR_{Rx}:Outdoor scenario’),
xlabel(’SNR_{Rx} (dB)’),ylabel(’RMSE (m)’)
B.12 MATLAB R© File for the Theoretical RMSE as a
Function of the Central Frequency (Fig. 3.23)
%%%%%%% Outdoor %%%%%%%%



























legend(’ToA: ACRB’,’ToA: MCRB’,’SS-ToA: ACRB’,’SS-ToA: MCRB’),
title(’RMSE as a function of the f_0: Outdoor scenario’),
xlabel(’f_0 (Hz)’),ylabel(’RMSE (m)’)
B.13 MATLAB R© File for the RMSE of the Position Es-
timate as a Function of SNRRx: Indoor Scenario
(Fig. 4.1)
%%%%%%% Indoor %%%%%%%%






































s_tau_fin = [zeros(1,length(1e-100:t_sample:tau)) s_fin_p];
s_tau_fin = [s_tau_fin zeros(1,length(t)- length(s_tau_fin))];
a_b = sqrt(k*(d0/(tau*c))ˆgamma);
ab_range = sqrt(k*(d0./(t*c)).ˆgamma);
for SNR = SNR_range
n_SNR = n_SNR+1;
for n_R = 1:N_R
%let us fix SNR
SNR_lin = 10ˆ(SNR/10);
noise = (randn(1,length(t)) + j*randn(1,length(t)));
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% Infinite duration %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
sigma_n_inf = sqrt(Es_inf*a_bˆ2/SNR_lin);
noise_inf = (1/sqrt(2))*sigma_n_inf*noise;




[C I] = max(rho);
hat_tau_b_MC_inf = t(I);
error_MC_inf(n_R)= tau - hat_tau_b_MC_inf;
corr_inf = ab_range.ˆ2* Es_inf-2*ab_range.* rho;
[C I] = min(corr_inf);
hat_tau_b_ML_inf = t(I);
error_ML_inf(n_R)= tau - hat_tau_b_ML_inf;
%%%%%%%%%%%%%% Finite duration%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
sigma_n_fin = sqrt(Es_fin*a_bˆ2/SNR_lin);
noise_fin = (1/sqrt(2))* sigma_n_fin*noise;
r_fin = a_b *s_tau_fin + noise_fin;
R_fin = fft(r_fin);
rho_fin = real(ifft(R_fin.*conj(S_fin)));
[C I] = max(rho_fin);
hat_tau_b_MC_fin = t(I);
error_MC_fin(n_R)= tau - hat_tau_b_MC_fin;
corr_fin = ab_range.ˆ2*Es_fin
-2*ab_range.*rho_fin;
[C I] = min(corr_fin);
hat_tau_b_ML_fin = t(I);






























legend(’MC: Simulation for Finite Duration Pulse’,
’MC: Simulation for Infinite Duration Pulse’,
’MC: Theory for Finite Duration Pulse’,
’MC: Theory for Infinite Duration Pulse’,
’ML: Simulation for Finite Duration Pulse’,
’ML: Simulation for Infinite Duration Pulse’,
’ML: Theory for Finite Duration Pulse’,
’ML: Theory for Infinite Duration Pulse’),
title(’RMSE as a function of the received SNR: Indoor scenario’),
xlabel(’SNR (dB)’),ylabel(’RMSE (m)’)
B.14 MATLAB R© File for the RMSE of the Position Esti-
mate as a Function of γb: Indoor Scenario (Fig. 4.3)
%%%%%%% Indoor %%%%%%%%
tau_p = 0.2877e-9; Tp = 0.7e-9;
f0 = 16/(3*pi*tau_p); c = 3e8;
d0 = 0.05; dmax = 6;
k = cˆ2/(16*piˆ2*d0ˆ2*f0ˆ2);
SNR = 100; tau = 3/c;
tau_min = d0/c; tau_max = dmax/c;
t0 = 2*tau_max;
gamma_range = [1.6:0.05:3.5];












for gamma = gamma_range
n_gamma = n_gamma+1;






























title(’RMSE as a function of \gamma_b: Indoor scenario’),
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xlabel(’\gamma_b’),ylabel(’RMSE (m)’)
B.15 MATLAB R© File for the RMSE of the Position Es-
timate as a Function of the Distance between the
Transmitter and the Receiver: Indoor Scenario (Fig. 4.4)
%%%%%%% Indoor %%%%%%%%
tau_p = 0.2877e-9; Tp = 0.7e-9;
f0 = 16/(3*pi*tau_p); c = 3e8;
d0 = 0.05; dmax = 6;
gamma = 2; SNR=100;
k = cˆ2/(16*piˆ2*d0ˆ2*f0ˆ2);
tau_min = d0/c; tau_max = dmax/c;
t0 = 2*tau_max;
tau_range = linspace(tau_min,tau_max,30);









for tau = tau_range
n_tau = n_tau+1;



































title(’Indoor Tau estimation - RMSE as a function of \tau_b’),
xlabel(’\tau_b’),ylabel(’RMSE (m)’)
B.16 MATLAB R© File for the RMSE of the Position Es-
timate as a Function of SNRRx: Outdoor Scenario
(Fig. 4.5)
%%%%% Outdoor %%%%%%%%
f0 = 0.9e9; d0 = 100; dmax =3e3;
gamma = 4; c = 3e8;
k = cˆ2/(16*piˆ2*d0ˆ2*f0ˆ2);
tau = 500/c; SNR_range = (0:2:55);
n_SNR = 0; N_R_frame = 20; N_R_noise = 50;
N_bits= 2; R_B = 140e3; %wireless communication p.12
T = 1/R_B; Ts = T*(N_bits-1); t0 = 1.005*(Ts+tau);




for SNR = SNR_range
n_SNR = n_SNR+1;
SNR_lin = 10ˆ(SNR/10);
for n_R_frame = 1:N_R_frame
frame = sign(2 * rand(1,N_bits) - 1);




s_tau = [zeros(1,delay) s(1:(end- delay))];
sigma_n = sqrt(Es*a_bˆ2/SNR_lin);








[C I] = max(rho);
hat_tau_b_MC = t(I);
error_noise_MC(n_R_noise) = hat_tau_b_MC-tau;
corr = ab_range.ˆ2*Es - 2*ab_range.*rho;
















beta3 = (16*f0ˆ2 + 1/Tˆ2)









legend(’MC: Simulation’,’MC: ACRB’,’MC Analysis: MCRB’,
’ML Simulation’,’ML Analysis: ACRB’,’ML Analysis: MCRB’),
title(’RMSE as a function of the SNR_{Rx}: Outdoor scenario’),
xlabel(’SNR (dB)’),ylabel(’RMSE (m)’)
B.17 MATLAB R© File for the Comparison of the Theo-
retical Bias of the Position Estimate as a Function
of δγ for the Friedlander and the Taylor Expan-











for gamma_0 = gamma_0_range
n_gamma = n_gamma+1;
temp= g.ˆ(delta_gamma/2);























legend(’Friedlander(\gamma_0 = 1.6)’,’\gamma_0 = 2’,
’\gamma_0 = 2.5’,’\gamma_0 = 3’,’\gamma_0 = 3.5’,’TE’),
title(’Bias as a function of \delta_\gamma : Indoor scenario’),
xlabel(’\delta_\gamma’),ylabel(’Bias (m)’)
B.18 MATLAB R© File for the Comparison of the Theo-
retical RMSE of the Position Estimate as a Func-
tion of δγ for the Friedlander and the Taylor Ex-
pansion Methods for Several Values of γ0 and Large
SNR (Fig. 5.3)
tau_p = 0.2877e-9; f0 = 16/(3*pi*tau_p); d0 = 0.05;
c = 3e8; k = cˆ2/(16*piˆ2*d0ˆ2*f0ˆ2);
tau = 3/c; SNR = 200; SNR = 10ˆ(SNR/10);
gamma_0_range = [1.6 3.5]; delta_gamma = [-1.5:0.1:1.5];
n_gamma = 0; beta = sqrt(5/(2*pi*tau_pˆ2)); g = d0/(c*tau);
for gamma_0 = gamma_0_range















































legend(’F without ECD(\gamma_0 = 1.6)’,’(\gamma_0 = 3.5)’,
’F with ECD(\gamma_0 = 1.6)’,’(\gamma_0 = 3.5)’,
’TE without ECD (\gamma_0 = 1.6)’,’(\gamma_0 = 3.5)’,
’TE with ECD’),
title(’RMSE as a function of \delta_\gamma : Indoor scenario’),
xlabel(’\delta_\gamma’),ylabel(’RMSE (m)’)
B.19 MATLAB R© File for the Comparison of the Theo-
retical RMSE of the Position Estimate as a Func-
tion of δγ for the Friedlander and the Taylor Ex-
pansion Methods for Several Values of γ0 (Fig. 5.4)
tau_p = 0.2877e-9;
d0 = 0.05; c = 3e8;
tau = 3/c;
SNR = 20; SNR = 10ˆ(SNR/10);
gamma_0_range = [1.6 3.5];
delta_gamma = [-1.5:0.1:1.5]; n_gamma = 0;
beta = sqrt(5/(2*pi*tau_pˆ2)); g = d0/(c*tau);













































legend(’F without ECD (\gamma_0 = 1.6)’,
’F without ECD (\gamma_0 = 3.5)’,
’F with ECD (\gamma_0 = 1.6)’,
’F with ECD (\gamma_0 = 3.5)’,
’TE without ECD (\gamma_0 = 1.6)’,
’TE without ECD (\gamma_0 = 3.5)’,
’TE with ECD (\gamma_0 = 1.6)’,
’TE with ECD (\gamma_0 = 3.5)’),
title(’RMSE as a function of \delta_\gamma : Indoor scenario’),
xlabel(’\delta_\gamma’),ylabel(’RMSE (m)’)
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B.20 MATLAB R© File for the Comparison of the Theo-
retical RMSE of the Position Estimate as a Func-
tion of δγ for the Friedlander and the Taylor Ex-






SNR_range= [20 100]; SNR_range = 10.ˆ(SNR_range/10);
gamma_0 = 2.5; delta_gamma = [-1.5:0.1:1.5];
n_SNR = 0;
beta = sqrt(5/(2*pi*tau_pˆ2)); g = d0/(c*tau);













































legend(’F without ECD (SNR_{Rx}=20)’,
’F without ECD (SNR_{Rx}=100)’,
’F with ECD (SNR_{Rx}=20)’,
’F with ECD (SNR_{Rx}=100)’,
’TE without ECD (SNR_{Rx}=20)’,
’TE without ECD (SNR_{Rx}=100)’,
’TE with ECD (SNR_{Rx}=20)’,
’TE with ECD (SNR_{Rx}=100)’),
title(’RMSE as a function of \delta_\gamma : Indoor scenario’),
xlabel(’\delta_\gamma’),ylabel(’RMSE (m)’)
B.21 MATLAB R© File for the Taylor Expansion Method
With the Expectation of the Cross-derivative for
the RMSE of the Position Estimate as a Function
of δγ for the Indoor Scenario and Several Values















for gamma_0 = gamma_0_range
n_gamma = n_gamma+1;
temp = g.ˆ(delta_gamma/2);


















legend(’\gamma_0 = 1.6’,’\gamma_0 = 2’,
’\gamma_0 = 2.5’,’\gamma_0 = 3’,’\gamma_0 = 3.5’),
title(’RMSE as a function of \delta_\gamma : Indoor scenario’),
xlabel(’\delta_\gamma’),ylabel(’RMSE (m)’)
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B.22 MATLAB R© File for the Taylor Expansion Method
With the Expectation of the Cross-derivative for
the RMSE of the Position Estimate as a Function
of δγ for the Indoor Scenario and Several Values













for SNR = SNR_range
n_SNR= n_SNR+1;
temp = g.ˆ(delta_gamma/2);



















legend(’SNR_{Rx} = 10’,’SNR_{Rx} = 30’,’SNR_{Rx} = 50’,
’SNR_{Rx} = 70’,’SNR_{Rx} = 90’ ),
title(’RMSE as a function of \delta_\gamma : Indoor scenario’),
xlabel(’\delta_\gamma’),ylabel(’RMSE (m)’)
B.23 MATLAB R© File for the Simulation of the Bias and










































for n_R = 1:N_R





[C I] = max(rho);
hat_tau_b_MC = t(I);
error_MC(n_R) = hat_tau_b_MC- tau;
corr1 = a_b_range.ˆ2*Es-2*a_b_range.*rho;
[C1 I1] = min(corr1);
hat_tau_b_ML1 = t(I1);
error_ML_IPLE(n_R) = hat_tau_b_ML1- tau;
corr2 = ab_perfect.ˆ2*Es-2*ab_perfect.*rho;
[C2 I2] = min(corr2);
hat_tau_b_ML2 = t(I2);



























































legend(’MC Simulation’,’ML: Perfect PLE’,
’ML: Imperfect PLE’,’ML: Friedlander’,
’ML: Taylor Expansion’),











’ML Simulation: Perfect PLE’,’ML Analysis: Perfect PLE’,
’ML Simulation: Imperfect PLE’,’ML Analysis: F without ECD’,
’ML Analysis: F with ECD’,’ML Analysis: TE without ECD’,
’ML Analysis: TE with ECD’),
title(’RMSE as a function of SNR_{Rx}: Indoor scenario’),
xlabel(’SNR_{Rx} (dB)’),ylabel(’RMSE (m)’)
B.24 MATLAB R© File for the Simulation of the Bias and





































for imp_gamma = imperfect_gamma_range
n_gamma = n_gamma+1;
%let us fix SNR
a_b = sqrt(k*(d0./(tau*c)).ˆimp_gamma);
a_b_range = sqrt(k*(d0./(tau_range*c)).ˆimp_gamma);
for n_R = 1:N_R





[C I] = max(rho);
hat_tau_b_MC = t(I);
error_MC(n_R) = hat_tau_b_MC- tau;
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corr1 = a_b_range.ˆ2*Es-2*a_b_range.*rho;
[C1 I1] = min(corr1);
hat_tau_b_ML1 = t(I1);
error_ML_IPLE(n_R) = hat_tau_b_ML1- tau;
corr2 = ab_perfect.ˆ2*Es-2*ab_perfect.*rho;
[C2 I2] = min(corr2);
hat_tau_b_ML2 = t(I2);


























































legend(’MC Simulation’,’ML: Perfect PLE’,
’ML: Imperfect PLE’,’ML: Friedlander’,
’ML: Taylor epansion’),
title(’Bias as a function of (\gamma-\gamma_0): Indoor scenario’),







’ML Simulation: Perfect PLE’,’ML Analysis: Perfect PLE’,
’ML Simulation: Imperfect PLE’,’ML Analysis: F without ECD’,
’ML Analysis: F with ECD’,’ML Analysis: TE without ECD’,
’ML Analysis: TE with ECD’),
title(’RMSE as a function of (\gamma-\gamma_0): Indoor scenario’),
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xlabel(’(\gamma -\gamma_0)’),ylabel(’RMSE (m)’)
B.25 MATLAB R© File for the Simulation of the RMSE
and the Bias as a Function of SNRRx for the Out-




























for SNR = SNR_range
n_snr = n_snr+1;
SNR_lin = 10ˆ(SNR/10);
for n_R_frame = 1:N_R_frame
frame = sign(2 * rand(1,N_bits) - 1);
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s_tau =[zeros(1,delay) s(1:(end- delay))];
sigma_n = sqrt(Es*ab_0ˆ2/SNR_lin);
for n_R_noise = 1:N_R_noise










= ab_range_perfect.ˆ2*Es - 2*ab_range_perfect.*rho;





= ab_range.ˆ2*Es - 2*ab_range.*rho;

































































’ML Simulation: Perfect PLE’,
’ML Simulation: Imperfect PLE’,
’ML Theory: Taylor with ECD’,
’ML Theory: Lower/Upper Bound’),










’ML Simulation: Perfect PLE’,
’SS-ToA: ACRB’,
’ML Simulation: Imperfect PLE’,
’ML Theory: Averaged TE with ECD’),
title(’RMSE as a function of SNR_{Rx}: Outdoor scenario’),
xlabel(’SNR_{Rx} (dB)’),ylabel(’RMSE (m)’)
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B.26 MATLAB R© File for the Simulation of the RMSE
and the Bias as a Function of δγ for the Outdoor
Scenario (Figures 5.23 and 5.24)
%%%%%%% Outdoor %%%%%%%%





























for n_R_frame = 1:N_R_frame
frame = sign(2 * rand(1,N_bits) - 1);





s_tau = [zeros(1,delay) s(1:(end- delay))];
sigma_n = sqrt(Es*ab_0ˆ2/SNR_lin);
for n_R_noise = 1:N_R_noise





















































































’ML Simulation: Perfect PLE’,
’ML Simulation: Imperfect PLE’,
’ML Theory: Taylor with ECD’,
’ML Theory: Lower/Upper Bound’),










’ML Simulation: Perfect PLE’,
’SS-ToA: ACRB’,
’ML Simulation: Imperfect PLE’,
’ML Theory: Averaged TE with ECD’),
title(’RMSE as a function of \delta_{\gamma)}: Outdoor scenario’),
xlabel(’\delta_{\gamma)} ’),ylabel(’RMSE (m)’)
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